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The Pacific Northwest is one of those areas least "enriched" by blacks, partially of blacks involved in some trivial activities. A formerly white nation has been converted into a land of aliens and mongrels. A land of stable families with properly raised children has been converted into a nation of abortionists and single families. A land of lifetime employment has been converted into an economy of "job today, breadline tomorrow." A nation of men and women has been converted into a nation of discrimination lawsuits. A nation of common sense has been converted into a land of legal theories. A nation of piety has been converted into a land of Holocaust worship. A land of stable families with properly raised children has been converted into a land of Hollywood porn.

"Supreme Court Rules Boy Scouts Can't Exclude Gays" was the CNN talk show headline. Pro-gay gist of the show was that now Mr. & Mrs. America will be glad to send little Johnnie camping with Bruce.

Instauration stated (Aug. 1999, p. 21) that "Thirty-four Indian tribes are suing tobacco companies for the cost of treating smoking related diseases." Wasn't it the "Noble Red Man" who introduced tobacco to the "Evil White Man?"

"Why buy the cow when the milk's so cheap?" applies to films. Whites don't need to pay to see commercial flops like Beloved or Amistad. We get bashed free of charge daily by the media.

Psychiatrists who had seen Buford Furrow knew of his problem. Why wasn't something done to treat him? The answer: no money. That is a laugh when our non-representatives have voted more than $100 billion to Israel over the years. Isn't it just possible that one of those billions could have been better used to treat the Furrows and thus eliminating shooting incidents like the one at the Jewish community center in Los Angeles?

The Pacific Northwest is one of those areas least "enriched" by blacks, partially "compensated" by abundant Asians and Hispanics. Reading the Tacoma News-Tribune, however, you'd think you were in Watts or Harlem. Almost daily they have one or two half-page color photos of blacks involved in some trivial activities. Unwanted reaction: Don't Tacoma blacks do anything really newsworthy?

Robert E. Lee was after all a planter wasn't he? Us Scotch-Irish and Anglo-Saxon Southerners never cared much for the planters. One historian implied that Scotch-Irish were mainly cattle rustlers. But that may be an exaggeration.

The "respected" New Republic magazine recently devoted several pages to a sympathetic review of feminist books, asserting that there are no physical differences between the sexes. Indeed there is only one sex, artificially divided into two by society. Lately I've been changing my baby boy's diapers. Leads one to question feminist theory. Wonder how much space NR would devote to Flat Earth advocates?

When she thought the public would buy it, Hillary insisted Bill had "caused pain," but no more. Back then Bill's Granny was great, taught him to read in the crib. When the rumors started again, she denounced lying bimbos, all part of a "vast right-wing conspiracy." Now that everybody knows Bill can't keep it in his pants, it's the abuse excuse. Tugged this way and that by Mom and Gran he wound up all messed up. The truth? For the Clintons it's an ever-moving target.

Madeleine Albright perfectly symbolizes America 2000: fat, loud, vulgar, mendacious and ugly. When the sequel to The Blair Witch Project is made, she'd be the perfect lead.

Clinton has pledged $500 million to rebuild Kosovo. We really are nuts!

Clinton never really clarified his definition of "is," "sex" or "alone," but we sure know how he defines "truth:" Whatever works!

The Washington State Insurance Commissioner is going all out to make sure Jews get insurance payoffs from prewar policies. Trouble is, records are missing. No problem. It can be done on the honor system. Now let me try to recall, was Uncle Yisrael's policy for $1 million or was it $5 million?

Jay Leno: "Hillary and Vince Foster met at the one place they could be sure never to run into Bill—Hillary's bedroom."

Instauration readers sometimes berate the magazine for repetitiveness, lack of solutions. As for solutions, there are none safe to print.

History is a pendulum. Since WWII it has swung much farther away from traditional values than anyone expected. Fine. When it swings back, look out!

Ohio Democrats want to run TV schlockmeister Jerry Springer for Senate. Asked to whoop their approval the audience on the Tonight show was delighted. Heck, why not President?

On or about October 22, of the year 2000, Hillary Clinton's press secretary will announce her employer is filing for divorce. As the media of the planet descend on the Clintons' New York suburban mansion, she will initially explain that her decision was based on practical considerations. Politics, she will say, leaves no time for married life. But once the media have assembled and started to circle, she will churn the waters of the feeding frenzy with increasingly critical—and salacious—comments about her husband's goat-like behavior. When November 3 rolls around, the Republican candidate will have completely disappeared from public view. In total media eclipse for two weeks, he will be lucky if anyone remembers his name. By the time the polls close on election night, every dingbat female in New York will have voted for the wronged woman who had finally had enough. Is this clairvoyance on my part? Just think about it. Clinton will have two months left as President. His new job with Spielberg will give him access to starlets and an unlimited number of BJ's. That could be embarrassing for an elected official. Hillary is an opportunist who's been dealt a free card. She will play that card in a New York minute when Billy Jeff becomes baggage she can't afford any more. When all of this happens just remember where you heard it first.
Fateful Times for Whites

The magic of modern molecular biologic techniques allows scientists to peer into the very meaning of life. Not only are individual chromosomes of body cells identified, but they are teased apart to inspect and characterize one or another of the thousands upon thousands of individual genes lined up in each chromosome. These almost miraculous techniques have enabled a discovery of overwhelming importance to the continued existence of the white race, true Homo sapiens. The integrity of its unique genome is dangerously near extinction. It is this genome that created Western civilization. The survival of earth’s biosphere may depend upon its preservation free of any miscegenated taint.

Unquestionably the discovery of this genome is the most important return on the billions of dollars and thousands upon thousands of hours spent on AIDS research. If acted upon by an awakened white population, this discovery may itself justify the existence of the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV). But this is not as most would see it and certainly not as the establishment portrays it—or could accept. Strangely it involves the choices open to this seemingly invincible virus, a minuscule particle of organic material, a tiny “creature” that is depopulating the Third World. Already, it is looking beyond such confines.

Viruses do not have a life of their own. Millions of viruses, banging against one another, cannot reproduce. A virus is merely a complex organized structure containing genetic material that lies dormant until it comes in contact with something actually alive. At that point, if an appropriate receptor or “docking site” is present at the surface of a living cell, the virus particle sticks to the cell. Often it is engulfed actively by a cell, such as the macrophage (one of the cells of the lymphocytic system involved in the immune response of the body), with no effort on its part because it is recognized as “not belonging.” Once inside the cell’s outer membrane, the “dance of death” begins. The virus material wakes from its “not dead but not alive” sleep. Here HIV has a specially deadly advantage. It is a retro virus. Its genome is RNA and, before it can insert its own genetic material into the chromosome of the cell, it must convert its RNA into DNA, the form in which genetic material must exist in the cell’s genome. To do this, it uses an enzyme called reverse transcriptase which transforms RNA into double-strand DNA and back again. Once it has interposed itself into the genetic structure of the invaded cell, it takes over the metabolism of the cell to its own purpose. Its whole purpose in the life it now has, though not really its own, is to reproduce itself. In order to make more viruses, it forces the invaded cell to copy the segment of viral DNA enshrined in one of the cell’s chromosomes back into viral RNA using reverse transcriptase. It does this over and over again, releasing thousands upon thousands of new HIV’s, destroying the cell in the process. It is this error-prone step back and forth from HIV DNA to HIV RNA, releasing a slightly altered virus particle each time, that gives HIV such a profound advantage over the body’s defenses.

Sooner or later, this never-ending stream of slightly differing HIV particles simply wears out the ability of the invaded cell to keep up. And with it goes the immune system of the victim. It is this almost unique ability of HIV to change its biologic appearance endlessly that makes it unlikely that a cure or vaccine will ever be found.

HIV, in essence, uses the life force of its host to destroy...
it. The entire process from infection to the host’s death re-
quires enough time for the host to seed HIV far and wide
before it dies. This is another enormous advantage of HIV.
Unlike the Ebola virus, which kills 9 out of 10 of its vic-
tims by causing massive bleeding, and the bacterium of
pulmonary anthrax, which kill too rapidly for the disease
agents to acquire many new hosts, HIV has the entire
world population to choose from!

With rare exception, such as a contaminated transfu-
sion, infection by HIV is still largely voluntary. The virus
does not jump across space from one to another through
the air as can the tuberculosis bacterium. Consequently, if
a person sticks to the behavior professed and promulgated
by Western civilization for thousands of years and choos-
es his close contacts from his own kind, he could be rea-
sonably assured, but no longer certain, that he would nev-
er become infected by HIV, which is an
invincible weapon in the war against over-
population and is highly selective in those it
attacks. It goes after those who breed most
rapidly, whose behavior is promiscuous and
deviant.

As the current pandemic grew, it was no-
ticed that a rare AIDS patient refused to die
within the usual three to five years of the ini-
tial infection. Some were still going strong
with normal laboratory tests even after ten or
more years. As observations accumulated, it
was found that some people living a high-
risk-for-AIDS lifestyle never became infected
at all! They seemed to be naturally immune
to HIV. This was remarkable!

The early 90s ushered in a political bomb-
shell. The few who seemed to be immune to HIV infection and never got AIDS, no matter
how rotten their abnormally adopted lifestyle,
were white! Blacks, Hispanics and other mi-
norities comprise 75% to 90% or more of
clinical infection but not one of the minority
high-risk group was found to be immune as
were a few whites.

Only a minority of whites had total immu-
nity. Another group seemed to display partial
immunity because they took so long to die. Obviously something had to be different
about some Caucasians that created this embarrasing, “unfair” situation. But what? Since
no nonwhites had been found with this HIV-
resistant trait and there were obviously genetic
differences between Caucasians and other so-called “races,” perhaps the answer could
be found in genetics.

That this amazing phenomenon indeed
has a genetic basis was well-established in
1995 and 1996. Studies of the genome of indi-
viduals who had followed a high-risk life-
style for HIV infection without ever being in-
fected by the virus found that their chromosome #3 was
different from that of those who were infected. The variant
allele of those who had resisted infection by HIV lacked a
chemokine receptor, a proteinaceous molecule which lies
at the surface of a cell and acts as a “docking point” and
“door” to the cell’s interior. In this instance, it is designat-
ed delta32 and is part of the CCR5 gene which is carried
by the chromosome designated as “chromosome #3.” The
CCR5 gene of these uninfected white individuals was des-
ignated as “CCR5-delta32” (this means, CCR5 minus del-
ta32) as opposed to those with the so-called “normal” al-
lee, “CCR5+delta32” which possesses the delta32
chemokine. Absence of the delta32 chemokine from the
CCR5 gene virtually prevents infection by HIV.

As more and more individuals living the high-risk life-
style were found to be uninfected, it was confirmed that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnic Group</th>
<th>No. of Individuals</th>
<th>Allele Frequency</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swedish</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>.137</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.136</td>
<td>.034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonian</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>.019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polish</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakian</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>.133</td>
<td>.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tatar</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.120</td>
<td>.092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>.117</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Irish</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>.113</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>.108</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>.102</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>.098</td>
<td>.028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashkenazi</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finn</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>.091</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austrian</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>.089</td>
<td>.033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danish</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>.083</td>
<td>.040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albanian</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>.023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenian</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>.068</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>.055</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azerbaijani</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>.050</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.045</td>
<td>.027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greek</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uzbek</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarian Gypsy</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>.032</td>
<td>.018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakh</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexican</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uigur</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuvinian</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgian</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lebanese</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheyenne</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pima Indian</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pueblo Indian</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
all were white. Further detailed investigation of this disturbing ethnic/racial-based finding was reported in the American Journal of Human Genetics at the end of March 1998 by Stephen J. O'Brien, et al. This study of the genotype of 4,166 at-risk individuals across Eurasia, Africa, Mexico and the United States, found that the delta32 chemokine receptor was absent from the CCR5 allele (CCR5-delta32) in a maximum of about 15% of the Swedish people tested. This phenotype steadily diminished in frequency in whites in a southerly and easterly geographic cline across Eurasia. The CCR5-delta32 allele is absent among African blacks, and Chinese ethnic groups and some American Indians (see Table I).

Now it gets interesting! The injunction of what is considered politically and ethically correct appears to have stuck its ugly nose into another tent of science. According to the politically correct paradigm of today, these few white Caucasians genetically resistant to HIV infection, could not possibly have anything “right” in their genetic history. Therefore, this CCR5 gene that did not bear the delta32 chemokine receptor had to be an abnormal gene. Based on the politically correct “African Eve” hypothesis, all mankind originated in Africa and is just one big not-too-happy family. Therefore, any deviation from the black African genotype has to be an “abnormal mutant.” That is, it has to have been changed by something from the “normal” African genotype. While the myth of “African Eve” is disputed and disproved by my article, “The Descent of Man,” it continues to be the favorite of the alien establishment for obviously political reasons.

Then began a circuitous process involving numerous assumptions, presumptions and estimations subjected to obtuse mathematical and statistical manipulations in an attempt to arrive at a date this “mutation-deletion” might have begun and how it managed to persist and increase in frequency among some populations. Since all black Africans and most, if not all, off-white quasi-human bipeds have the CCR5-delta32 phenotype then, the myth proclaims, white Caucasians must have the same evolutionary origin. Therefore any person with the CCR5-delta32 genotype must be an abnormal variant somehow “mutated” into this deplorable and “unfair condition of immuni­ty” to the AIDS virus. Something had to have come along and deleted the delta32 chemokine receptor from the “normal” gene.

A complex hypothesis was evolved which attempted to support the occurrence of a unique mutational event that deleted the “normal” delta32 chemokine from the CCR5 gene in a single Caucasian around 650 years ago. In the milieu of the Black Plague, rife with fleas laden with plague bacilli, the “mutation-deletion” could have conferred an enormous advantage in surviving the disease if it denied Yersinia pestis, the plague bacillus, admission into cells. Its possessors would survive, increasing the proportion of the “mutation-deletion” in the population. But this is an impossible scenario for at least two definitive reasons.

A single individual born at around the time the Black Plague was about to strike would have been about six years old when it ended. With the ending of the Black Plague, the selective advantage rendered by CCR5-delta32 against this epidemic disease would have become sporadic at best. At this time, the carrier of the trait would have been well below the age at which a white Caucasian can reproduce. So, how could the Black Plague have contributed the necessary pressure on the population to increase the frequency of the trait?

Since the existing percentage incidence of this so-called “mutation-deletion” in Caucasians is one of the determinants for the selection of the date of the plague 650 years ago as the date of its occurrence, placing the date of the “mutation-deletion” much earlier in order to allow time for the potential carrier to reach reproductive maturity would render this hypothesis inconsistent with itself.

Obviously the Caucasian gene that does not provide the delta32 chemokine receptor, CCR5-delta32, for the human immunodeficiency virus to hop aboard and ride into his cells, is the normal gene for pure Caucasian stock. African blacks and white Homo sapiens do not have the same origin. In fact they are different species that, tragically, are able to interbreed. “African Eve” may be the mother of all blacks, but she bears no ancestral relationship to white Homo sapiens.

Summing up, the normal chromosome #3 of black Africans contains the delta32 chemokine while the normal chromosome #3 of white Homo sapiens does not. If this is so, it appears that the majority of what are apparently white Caucasian Homo sapiens today bear the abnormal for them black genotype in increasing frequency as one moves in a geographic cline from northern Europe to the south and east (see Table I). Using Occam’s Razor, the transparent reason for this finding is miscegenation, dating from thousands of years ago to the present, between white Caucasian Homo sapiens and “colored” minority hybrids. This also explains the geographic cline. It is an index of the extent of genetic pollution—the insertion of nonwhite genes into the white Caucasian genome.

Of the 38 ethnic groups involved in the project (see
Table I), the delta32 chemokine is present in all African blacks, some Asia-derived Americans, Koreans, Chinese, Mexicans and Middle Easterners.

A few U.S. blacks have been found who are heterozygous for CCR5-delta32. This is because many U.S. blacks have inherited a “white gene” from somewhere in their past. Newborns receive a set of chromosomes and their contained genes from each parent. If one of the parents is pure black, he will be homozygous for the CCR5+delta32 chemokine receptor gene. In order for the offspring of a black to be heterozygous for the delta32 chemokine receptor gene (CCR5 delta32/CCR5+32), the other parent must be at least heterozygous for the trait. About 25% of the offspring of such a union will be heterozygous for the trait.

The true explanation for the absence of the delta32 chemokine in some Caucasians with its absence in diminishing frequency within Caucasian populations in a geographic cline from a northern European high in a southerly and easterly direction to total absence in African and other ethnic populations becomes clear. No mutation event occurred. The CCR5+delta32 gene is normal for the ancestral African black. The CCR5-delta32 gene is normal for the ancestral white Caucasian. Any relationship between the two is through the terrible crime against nature called miscegenation. Unfortunately cross-breeding of white and black produces fertile offspring and is being encouraged with increasing frequency by the media.

So what does the finding of this research that a small percentage of white Caucasians who are resistant to HIV attack mean? Why does this percentage get smaller as one proceeds from northern Europe towards Africa and Asia? It means that these are the only remaining white people on earth who may retain the purity of their genetic stock. It means that most whites on earth are genetically tainted with black-derived genes from somewhere in the past. The contamination could have occurred recently or millennia ago.

Unless this genocidal taint is recognized for what it is and draconian measures taken to avoid further pollution of this tiny remaining gene pool—and make it grow—Caucasian Homo sapiens will gradually cease to exist. It means that the contempt and hatred the Jews bear for the rest of mankind will have found its final solution. Their goal is near. HIV alone could finish the job. No means to stop the AIDS pandemic seems probable. But even without AIDS, the competence of whites to preserve their culture and Western civilization is diminishing in an ever more rapid decline as miscegenation drowns them in a brown ooze.

The terrible consequences of this genetic taint is that those whites who carry it are still white and display most of the beauty and competence of Homo sapiens sapiens. One might wonder if the ease with which organized Jewry has usurped and partially destroyed white Western civilization without significant white resistance may be the result of the white majority being already polluted with more than a single gene derived from a black or other minority. Many who carry the alien trait are physically indistinguishable from those who do not. If a pure homozygous CCR5-delta32 and an apparently white Caucasian homo- or heterozygous CCR5+delta32 reproduces, 25% to 100% of the offspring will carry the CCR5+delta32 gene. The heterozygous combination (25% of the offspring) does not result in immunity to HIV infection. It just takes longer to die. This sort of mating will inevitably increase the frequency of the CCR5+delta32 taint in the remaining pure white Caucasian segment of the population. Without incredible effort, certainly to be fought bitterly by the media and schools on all fronts, whites will be wiped off the face of the earth by AIDS as it penetrates further into the unsuspecting general population.

Something must be done to protect and preserve the ancestral white Caucasian genotype. Should the will, the courage and the determination still exist in whites, there is a way. It is simple in theory, but difficult in practice. All persons passing as white Caucasian must be tested for the presence of the CCR5+delta32 allele. Persons, who though they appear physically white but possess the fatal allele, must not be allowed to reproduce if one partner is homozygous for the CCR5+delta32 allele. If one or both partners is heterozygous, reproduction should occur only with the status of the foetus being ascertained by amniocentesis. Corrective measures can occur if the foetus should carry the taint. Only those couples who do not possess the fatal genetic taint must reproduce—and they must reproduce to their maximum with desperate haste. For only they are really human in the sense that they may be able to pass on the true and ancient genome of Homo sapiens to their heirs. Only they should “Go forth and multiply.”

BRANDER C. KITCHIN, M.D.

More articles by this author can be found on the Internet at stormfront.org/posterity/verity
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Good News! Some Mongrels Quit Germany

I see where Rhein-Main Air Base near Frankfurt, Germany, is finally being turned back to the Germans from whom it was taken over half a century ago. I can only breathe a heartfelt, "At last!" The American presence in Germany in WWII and afterwards can only be described as an ongoing alien occupation of a satellite country palmed off to the world as an "ally." The judgment of history on the U.S. as an aggressive and colonialist power will be bad enough. (I'm always reminded of our first and greatest president's admonition to the nation regarding foreign entanglements, but that was before we fell into the hands of "cosmopolitans" and that great president's birthday removed from the category of celebrated events.) But the final judgment of history will surely be a curse when the country's role in the destruction of its creator race is finally chronicled. Wherever the American soldier has trod—and he has been trodding incessantly upon other Northern European nations—he has left in his wake a subpopulation of mulattoes and other mixed-bloods. Surely of all nations, Germany has suffered most from this race-mixing rampage.

Prior to WWII the only minority presence tolerated in the Reich was a neutralized Jewish community comprising a little over half of one per cent. There were no nonwhites. Today there are millions, many of them "partial whites." None, of course, bears any resemblance to the Northern European racial norm. That an African or American Negro can emigrate to Germany, become a German citizen, marry a German girl whose ancestors have been in Central Europe for at least 6,000 years and produce a litter of little jungle creatures in the heart of Western civilization is so paralyzingly repugnant and horrifying that the soul's juices clabber at the image. Yet since 1944 it has been open season on white girls by men of color, all colors, not only in Germany but elsewhere in Western Europe. Every disgusting act of this scenario has been sponsored by the U.S. government.

Strangely enough the U.S. itself remained "racially minded" until as recently as the early 50s. Yes the record says that the integration of the U.S. military began in mid-1948 when President Truman signed the executive order. But this was mere Democratic window dressing on the part of pols, who were frantically angling for Negro votes for the coming November election. Unfortunately the ploy worked. De facto integration, however, did not begin until 1951 when white troops in Korea could not be replaced fast enough and when combat casualties began to mount. Utilitarian generals on the spot began dipping into the replacement depots for any cannon fodder they could dredge up. It was the "any ol' port in a storm" doctrine.

What they generally fished up were blacks. I've spoken with retired military personnel who were there when the first buffalo soldiers began showing up. In the beginning most were quickly escorted back to the depots by frontline commanders. I know for a fact that the commander of the famous "Wolfhounds" regiment, the 27th Infantry, flatly refused to accept any blacks until being peremptorily ordered to comply with special Washington directives.

Because of segregated units, the Negro presence in Germany in the beginning, while lethal, was still minimal. It was only with the onset of "civil rights" and the fantastic overrepresentation of blacks and Hispanics on the federal payroll that Germany began to acquire the look of New York's Lower East Side. When I stopped off at Rhein-Main in 1967, it was common to see Frankfurt-bound African tribesmen dressed in their native "shifts" stepping off the plane to be greeted by their blonde German wives. Every other Negro or Puerto Rican G.I. seemed to have a German girlfriend. The mind wrinkles at what has happened in the 32 years since. Such sights could not, of course, have been dreamed of prior to WWII.

There can be no question that consciously or subconsciously the Negro wishes desperately to merge his race with ours. In Germany his fondest wish is being fulfilled. Compare the treatment given Germany to that given conquered Japan. U.S. occupation of the Mikado's realm ended in 1952. From that point on Americans had to say "Excuse, please," whenever they wanted anything from the Japanese, such as the reduction in the trade imbalance. Usually we've been met with an icy, "So sorry." As
for U.S. troops trodding the sacred soil of Nippon, the number was always kept to a bare minimum, generally involving only a small naval or air base which provided vast economic benefits for a particularly depressed area of the country. Never did the “sons of the Emperor” have the Holocaust thrown in their smiling faces, despite their killing over half their Allied prisoners while the Germans killed hardly a one. Let’s face it. Japanese females are much less prized than tall, slim Northern European women. So Japan runs a much smaller risk of mixed-breeds who, it might be added, are shunned by other Japanese.

I’m fully aware that the puppet government in Bonn (soon Berlin again) is equally to blame for this shameful state of affairs. Eight years after the end of the Cold War, the Germans have no excuse for retaining foreign troops on their soil. The real reason they put up with the U.S. military’s loathsome presence is the fistfuls of cash it brings to the German economy. The average Kraut pol, like his American counterpart, couldn’t care less about the Northern European race, which is why they invited millions of Turks into the once sacred Heimat to do the hard manual labor. Meanwhile more mixed-bloods and mosques are springing up like mushroom spores in this ancient Christian bulwark against Islam. In Dusseldorf alone there are thousands of Japanese, Chinese and Koreans. Arab oil barons purchase prostitutes in Berlin and Munich the way my nephew buys packs of Bazooka bubble gum. Indians and Pakis are almost as common in Hamburg as they are in London. The litany of racial horrors is endless. A nation of about 85 million has an alien population of perhaps 8 million, all acquired in half a century. Think of what this portends for the German people—our people, our race—in the coming century. Again and again I find myself exploding with rage and frustration. And I know that Washington is behind most of it.

I think of what was once my country, created exclusively by Northern Europeans, and I think of what it has become and into whose hands it has fallen. I see the degradation daily, from the White House to my neighbor’s house, and I know what is in store for our people, our culture and our faith. The rot which began long before the defeat of Germany can only spread as the Western world continues down the same liberal cul de sac.

I dream of the day when the U.S. pulls out forever and a true German government dedicated to its own people comes to power. Then the ethnic cleansing will come into play. Germany will once again take her place among the white nations of the world as a free and proud country comprised 100% of her own Northern European kindred.

The Case of David Cole

If those people who insist that millions of Jews died in gas chambers during the Nazi Holocaust really have truth on their side, why do they lie so much? And why should their lies so often be such that anyone looking at the facts can easily uncover them?

Could the answer lie in simple arrogance? Having conned “the stupid goyim” so many times—one has only to think of the millions persuaded to accept as historical fact the patently self-serving “Chosen People” story—have they come to believe that the goyim would swallow anything they were given and never dare to question it? Lying in itself evidently does not bother these people, but being caught out in a stupid lie seems to bother them a lot. Is this why they behave so viciously towards those who expose their deceptions?

Consider the case of a bright young man named David Cole. Raised and educated in Los Angeles, Cole liked to think for himself. Resenting the attitude of people in his community who insist that everyone should toe the Party Line about the Holocaust, he naturally found himself drawn to Historical Revisionism. The goal of that movement was defined by one of its founding champions, Dr. Harry Elmer Barnes, “to bring history into accord with the facts.” The main center of the movement in California is the Institute of Historical Review.

The IHR had for years attracted the hatred of those who insist that their own version of history must never be questioned. A string of personal assaults, fire-bombings and drive-by shootings culminated in a 1984 arson attack which destroyed the IHR’s office and warehouse. Despite losing $400,000 in inventory, the IHR rose like a phoenix from the ashes and is now stronger than ever. Its Journal of Historical Review, published six times a year, is respected worldwide for the quality of its scholarship. Journal editor Mark Weber is meticulous in checking the validity of material submitted to him. Along with The Barnes Review, the Journal has become one of the two most authoritative sources of information for people interested in Historical Revisionism. For the past 18 years, the IHR has also hosted an annual Revisionist Conference at which eminent and knowl-
The IHR has in fact become so influential that Edgar Bronfman Sr., President of the World Jewish Congress, was moved to raise the alarm, saying in 1995, “The growing number of Revisionist supporters cannot be ignored. We must use every resource to stop Revisionism now, before it is too late!”

The growing desperation among those of Bronfman’s mindset may also have been partly due to the adventures of David Cole and their exposure on television. For a free spirit such as Cole, the terrorist attacks on the IHR were a red rag to a bull. He himself had been assaulted by thugs of the Jewish Defense League in January 1992, when their leader, Irv Rubin, tried to throw him down a flight of stairs. In September of that year, he went to Poland to see things for himself. A talented amateur filmmaker, he took along an assistant who had the equipment for making videos. His first visit was to Auschwitz.

Presenting himself as a true believer who was diligently seeking unassailable proof of the mass gassing story, Cole hired a guide to show him around the camp. Like tens of thousands of visitors before him, he was reverently introduced to “the gas chamber.” He saw at once that this building could never have been used for that purpose. Its walls showed none of the blue staining always left by Zyklon B gas, stains which are plainly evident on the walls of other buildings where the gas was used to disinfect clothing. When neither the guide nor her supervisor could answer his questions, Cole was invited to interview their boss, the Senior Curator of the Polish Government’s Auschwitz State Museum.

This was Dr. Franciszek Piper, reputed to be an authority on the Holocaust. Though this “authority” had stuck for years to the Soviet lie of 4 million deaths at Auschwitz, he now told Cole that the correct figure was 1.1 million. (The latest reliable figure available is less than 100,000.) Piper admitted to Cole—on video—that the building in question was a postwar reconstruction for the benefit of the tourist trade. (Be it noted that earlier in 1992 a German court had fined David Irving 6,000 DM, later raised to 18,000 DM on appeal, for telling an audience that this building could never have been used for that purpose. Its walls showed none of the blue staining always left by Zyklon B gas, stains which are plainly evident on the walls of other buildings where the gas was used to disinfect clothing. When neither the guide nor her supervisor could answer his questions, Cole was invited to interview their boss, the Senior Curator of the Polish Government’s Auschwitz State Museum.

Cole led his video assistant to other supposed “death camps” at Birkenau, Majdanek, Mauthausen and Dachau, returning to California with 28 hours of film footage. He told the 11th IHR Conference in October that he now felt certain that the mass gassing story was false. The evidence just wasn’t there, he said, nor had anyone ever produced a single document or photograph to support that story. On the contrary, German records showed that the quantity of Zyklon B delivered to these “death” camps was proportionately no greater than that delivered to camps where it was known that nobody ever was gassed.

Cole also told the Conference:

Holocaust Revisionists are often likened to those who said that the earth was flat. But just the reverse is true. It is the other side that acts like a Holy Inquisition, institutionalizing one viewpoint and punishing heretics.

As if to illustrate his point, it was in this same month of October that the IHR scored a resounding victory over a man who had been trying to punish it for 11 years. A professional “survivor,” Mel Mermelstein, had sued the IHR for libel for its skeptical view of the horrific tales he told audiences about his own time in Auschwitz. At the final hearing, however, truth prevailed. Under careful cross-examination by IHR attorney Mark Lane, it transpired that Mermelstein could not possibly have seen what he claimed to have seen. He left the courtroom as a man totally discredited.

Articulate, witty and telelegenic, Cole made an excellent spokesman for the Revisionist cause. Among his several TV appearances was one with Journal editor Mark Weber on the Montel Williams Show. In March 1994 he appeared with fellow Revisionist Bradley Smith on the Donahue Show. Host Phil Donahue was dubious, but backed Cole’s and Smith’s right to freedom of expression. Cole illustrated his speech with a number of his videos. When a Jewish professor brought on to “refute” the two Revisionists calmly stated facts while their opponents are reduced to fulminating about the evils of “Holocaust denial.” For the record, no respected Revisionist has ever denied the Holocaust. What they deny are the ludicrous Six Million figure and the mass gassing story. To equate this with Holocaust denial is tantamount to saying that anyone who disputes the number of deaths in the Battle of Waterloo is denying that the battle ever took place.

Bradley Smith

Would-be debunkers of Historical Revisionism are often discredited in this way because their contentions are either outdated or simply false. Time and again we see Revisionists calmly stating facts while their opponents are reduced to fulminating about the evils of “Holocaust denial.” For the record, no respected Revisionist has ever denied the Holocaust. What they deny are the ludicrous Six Million figure and the mass gassing story. To equate this with Holocaust denial is tantamount to saying that anyone who disputes the number of deaths in the Battle of Waterloo is denying that the battle ever took place.

Bradley Smith has often been the target of many such false accusations. A rugged and transparently honest character, a former Marine and amateur bullfighter, Smith at
one time was Media Director of the IHR. Appearing on over 400 radio talk shows, he founded and still publishes his own monthly newsletter, Smith's Report. One of its most compelling features has been the exposure of the supposed “gas chamber door” in the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum. Opened in Washington with great fanfare in April 1993, the Museum seems to be, as Smith complains, as much a propaganda plug for the State of Israel as a memorial for Jewish victims. (Indeed, its first Director was later ousted for making that bias too obvious.) Smith was able to show that this door, like ones Cole found in Majdanek, never could have been used in the way the Museum claims. How could it have been, when it opens inwards and the latches are on the inside?

The truth is that thousands of these doors were manufactured for air-raid shelters. The German government’s foresight in building gas-proof shelters was amply justified in 1944, when Winston Churchill actually approved a proposal to drop poison-gas bombs on German cities. Fortunately that proposal was never acted upon by the Allied air forces.

Smith’s greatest achievement has been bringing Historical Revisionism to college campuses. His CODOH Web site (Committee for Open Debate on the Holocaust) has been advertised in scores of college newspapers. Despite furious opposition from B’nai B’rith’s Anti-Defamation League and the Simon Wiesenthal Center, students across the country are learning that there is another side to the story. Most students are eager to learn it. In January 1997, Smith reported an uproar in Northwestern University concerning Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences, Arthur Butz. Although his classic debunking of the mass gassing story, The Hoax of the Twentieth Century, had been published in 1974, Butz had had no effective means of reaching a wider audience. Now the university had allowed him, like other faculty members, his own page on its Web site. The usual suspects, including the Wiesenthal Center’s Rabbi Abraham Cooper, were in full cry against it. To his everlasting credit, Northwestern’s President, Dr. Henry Bienen, answered these foes of freedom by writing in the campus paper, “We are an institution committed to the open expression of ideas. Thus it is of particular importance that, inside the boundaries of the law, we err on the side of offending people.” Dr. Bienen is Jewish.

Smith’s most amusing confrontation, reported in March 1998, was with Pennsylvania’s tony Swarthmore College. Many on the faculty are Jewish, as is President Al Bloom. When the student paper, The Phoenix, ran Smith’s CODOH ad and a student distributed one of his pamphlets, protests erupted. President Bloom went into a hand-wringing mode and was rebuked by two of his own Jewish students for failing to address the facts. When The Phoenix bravely ran Smith’s response to Bloom, Swarthmore’s students could see for themselves how little the opponents of honest Revisionism have to offer.

A more ominous note was sounded in Smith’s January 1998 Report, where it cited a threat against David Cole by the Jewish Defense League. On its own Web site, the JDL hysterically called Cole “a dangerous, parasitic, disease-ridden bacteria [sic] more evil than Streicher and Goebbels. . .because he is a Jew!” Signed by a Robert J. Newman, this hate message also said, “Cole does not deserve to live. . .we must get rid of this monster.” It ended by offering a reward for information on the whereabouts of “Holocaust denier David Cole.”

Smith promptly sent copies of this JDL fatwa to 400 campus newspapers across the U.S., stressing that if anything happened to Cole everyone would know that Irv Rubin’s outfit was responsible. Well, something did happen to Cole. The next thing heard about him was the publishing of an astonishing “Recantation” in which Cole supposedly denied everything he’d said in his effort to promote the cause of Revisionism! (Tellingly, the phraseology of this document is eerily similar to that of the false confessions extorted from victims of the infamous Moscow Show Trials of the late 1930s.)

Cole had evidently fallen into the hands of the JDL. What these goons did to him is unclear, but it would be most unfair to blame him for “recanting.” Who would do otherwise when at the mercy of what the FBI has called “the most violent and dangerous terrorist group in the United States!” (We should remember that their French counterparts some years earlier had beaten the courageous Dr. Robert Faurisson so brutally that both his skull and jaw were broken. Fortunately he survived and is still a champion of Revisionism.)

At great risk to himself, Cole had spoken the truth as long as he could. The latest word about him comes from Mark Weber, who has recently seen Cole: “He’s all right, but has effectively dropped out of Revisionism. He wants to make a new life for himself.” Good luck to him.

George Orwell once remarked that, “Anyone who challenges the prevailing orthodoxy finds himself silenced with surprising effectiveness.” Besides illustrating the truth of that remark, the case of David Cole shows that the guardians of the Six Million Myth will stop at nothing to impose their views on the rest of us, including the use of force. Equally clear is the unbridgeable gulf between their culture and ours. If our central tenet is, “The truth shall make you free,” their central tenet seems to be, “Truth is our enemy!”

PETER J. LORDEN
Early in the morning of June 22, 1941, German forces in three army groups attacked the Soviet Union with 123 divisions, including 17 panzer divisions and 35 divisions of pro-Axis nations, 3,300 tanks and 2,000 aircraft. Facing the Germans were two echelons of Russian forces, the first consisting of five army groups with 170 divisions, 46 motorized units, and 10,000 tanks. The second echelon contained another 70 divisions and 8,000 tanks. The combined forces could count on about 10,000 Soviet aircraft for ground support. The Soviet formations began moving to the Russian western front on June 13. They were scheduled to be in position in early July, but Operation Barbarossa rudely interrupted their timetable.

By the time the battle for Moscow had ended (March 1942), the Soviets had suffered the loss of about 2 million battle deaths, 3 million soldiers taken prisoner, 18,000 tanks, 22,000 guns and thousands of aircraft. German losses through March 1942 were approximately 900,000 battle casualties (wounded and frostbitten), including about 250,000 dead. About 2,300 German tanks had been lost.

Although Soviet forces had suffered tremendous losses, Hitler had failed to achieve his stated goal—the destruction of the Soviet state.

Why did Der Fuhrer risk this fateful attack? Why did the Red Army suffer such high casualties? Two of the most entrenched myths contrived by Soviet propagandists, but regrettably also subscribed to by Communist Russia's Western allies, to explain their heavy losses in the initial months of the war: (1) the Soviet Union was totally unprepared for war and (2) Stalin had naively trusted Hitler not to attack. Nothing could be further from the truth.

The canard that Stalin, through his misguided policies, had blinded the Red Army to the threat of a surprise German attack and had thereby rendered it incapable of repelling such an attack is nonsense. Stalin trusted no one, certainly not National Socialist Germany, whose openly avowed mission was to destroy Bolshevism. Also, as had now been proven to all but the most loyal believers in the innocence (or stupidity) of Stalin, the Red Army was armed to the teeth and was in the process of deploying its own forces for an assault across its western border when the German leader preempted them.

On the eve of the German-Russian war the amount and types of Soviet tanks, aircraft and even submarines greatly exceeded the number possessed by Germany. In the matter of tanks, the T-34 and the KV types, they were actually were much more powerful than Germany's. The forward disposition of Soviet airfields and the size of Soviet paratroop forces close up to the German border attest only to Communist preparedness and intention to launch an enormous offensive at the opportune time.

As to whether the Soviet Union or National Socialist Germany would strike first, it is really a question of which cat on the fence would jump first. Hitler's intention to annihilate Jewish Bolshevism was no secret, nor was the ultimate intent of Communist dogma to destroy capitalism and "bolshevize" the West. An attack by either side was waiting to happen.

Viktor Suvorov in his impressive trilogy on the prelude to and the outbreak of the war on the eastern front (The Icebreaker, M-Day and The Last Republic) was one of the first researchers to convincingly describe Stalin's plan not
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Major V. A. Semidetko, Senior Scientific Researcher at the U.S.S.R. Defense Ministry's Institute of Military History. Major Semidetko's analysis pertains to the events that took place in the Western Special Military District in Belarus, where at the outset of the war even though the Soviets had a tank advantage of 3:1 (2,201 vs. 810) over the Germans, 24 of 44 Russian divisions were routed in the first days of the war. Semidetko writes:

My analysis of the defense plan for the Western state border shows that the main forces of the military district were concentrated in the Belostok salient. Nineteen out of 26 divisions of the first echelon were deployed there, including all the tank and motorized formations. The extremely strong 10th Army was situated in the center of the operational force. It had been moved forward as compared to the 3rd and 4th Armies. As a result, the flanks of this grouping were weak and the enemy did not fail to take advantage of this weakness. Hitting the flanks hard, the enemy encircled the major force units in the Belostok salient.

As a whole, the grouping of forces in the Western Special Military District was more appropriate for an offense than a defense.

For many years Suvorov argued his case alone in the interest of historical truth. The Germans had been forbidden by the victors to question the official version of war guilt as defined by the conquering Allies. However since the collapse of the Soviet Union some of the government's archives have become accessible. The evidence has now persuaded some Western historians to be more receptive to Suvorov's interpretation of events.

In the U.S., Russell H. S. Stolfi, a professor at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey (CA) appears to agree with Suvorov's main contention:

Hitler seems barely to have beaten Stalin to the punch. Recently, published evidence and particularly effective arguments show that Stalin began a massive deployment of Soviet forces to the western frontier early in June 1941. The evidence supports a view that Stalin intended to use the forces concentrated in the west as quickly as possible, probably about mid-July 1941, for a Soviet Barbarossa. Statements of prisoners also support a view that the Soviets intended an attack on Germany in 1941. The extraordinary deployment of the Soviet forces on the western frontier is best explained as an offensive deployment for an attack without full mobilization by extremely powerful forces massed there for that purpose.

R.C. Raack at California State University, Hayward, has also studied the question extensively and seems cautiously to accept the validity of Suvorov's main argument:

[Suvorov's] general scheme for a Red military thrust westward is now too well founded in historical fact to doubt without first proving invalid the so far unchallenged testimonies behind it.

Two volumes of official Soviet documents pertaining to the immediate prewar situation has now been published by the Yeltsin government. A synopsis of the two volumes has also been provided Lev Bezymenskiy, one of the compilers. While this extensive government report does not provide any documentation that Stalin was himself preparing for an offensive at a particular time, the report makes perfectly clear that Stalin and the Soviet High Command were well informed of Hitler's Barbarossa Plan more than a year before the actual attack. Bezymenskiy writes:

The Barbarossa Directive was signed on December 18, 1940. On December 29 the GRU (Main Intelligence Directorate) received a report from its resident intelligence agent Al'ta (Ilse Stoibe) to the effect that an order had been issued to prepare for war against the U.S.S.R. This report was delivered to the Peoples Defense Commissariat, the Chief of the General Staff and, of course, to Stalin and Molotov. A request for confirmation was sent out and the report was confirmed on January 4, 1941.

Documents specifically show that the Soviet leaders through their intelligence agents knew about Barbarossa and the approximate date of its execution shortly after Hitler issued it. Stalin, needless to say, would have put no validity on warnings from Britain about an impending attack, knowing that the English were desperate to get the Soviet Union involved for their own purposes. He relied on Soviet intelligence and his own judgment.

Events moved rapidly toward war with Germany after the conclusion of the Winter War in Finland on March 12, 1940. Hitler occupied Denmark, Norway, Belgium and France, while Stalin moved to improve his position in the Baltic by reopening hostilities against Finland in order to
take Helsinki and secure the Bothnian coast. In negotia-
tions Stalin and Molotov attempted to “outwit”8 Hitler by
even promising to join the Axis powers and go along with
Hitler’s guarantee not to harm the British Empire. In ex-
change for which, Molotov, in his fateful meeting with
Hitler on November 12-13, 1940, pressed for German
consent for Soviet military bases in the Dardanelles and
control over Bulgaria. Moreover, Molotov also repeatedly
raised the question of a “final regulating” of the situ-
ation in Finland. Perhaps forewarned of Soviet plans, Hitler
made it manifestly clear to the Soviet Foreign Minister that
further hostilities in the Baltic area would harm German-
Russian relations and have serious consequences.

Documents from the Soviet archives also reveal that
on September 18, 1940, Marshals Timoshenko and Sha-
poshnikov of the Peoples Commissariat of Defense and
the General Staff of the Red Army had indeed already is-
ued a directive addressed to Stalin and Molotov: “On the
Deployment of Red Army Forces in the Event of War
Against Finland.” Both the German and Soviet sides were
taking rapid steps to secure and strengthen their positions.

To argue that Stalin trusted Hitler not to attack the So-
viet Union would also mean that Marshals Timoshenko
and Shaposhnikov were equally obtuse. That the Red
Army was unprepared for war makes it difficult to explain
the millions of Soviet troops and countless thousands of
tanks and aircraft in the border areas which, as it turned
out, were destroyed in the conflict’s initial phase. It would
be much more logical to assume that Stalin and the Red
Army leaders did not expect Hitler to attack when he
did—before the Soviet Union could launch its own inva-
sion of Central Europe. For that reason, and in an attempt
to outwit Hitler, the Soviet leadership continued its concili-
atory approach and faithfully delivered shipments of raw
materials, hoping thereby to delay the German onslaught.

Writing in Pravda,9 Colonel B. Petrov confirms Major
Semidetko’s analysis of the offensive deployment of Soviet
forces:

Unrealistic plans of an offensive nature were drawn up
before the war as a result of an overestimation of our own
[Soviet] capabilities and an underestimation of the enemy.
In accordance with these plans we began grouping forces
on the western frontier. . .but the enemy beat us to it. . . .
By his decisive massing of forces and assets, he created
compact groupings that inflicted heavy blows to the Belos-
tok base and to the northern face of the Lvov salient in
which were concentrated a very large number of the [So-
viet] forces of the two border districts. Errors in the strat-
gic planning and deployment of our armed forces had a
fateful effect on the beginning of the war.

Generalissimo Stalin and the Marshals of the Soviet
Union were not so oblivious to the imminent German at-
tack as their critics suggest. They were simply outwitted
by the Bohemian corporal whose forces had successfully
driven into the midst of the enormous but as yet uncom-
pleted Red Army buildup. The combination of German
intelligence, Hitler’s famed intuition and his rapid re-
ponses simply won out over Soviet intelligence and Sta-
lin’s methodical but slow buildup. Relying too much on
strict logic and ignoring Hitler’s emotional and intuitive
drive, Stalin simply miscalculated.

Why did Hitler take this outrageous gamble when the
war with England was not even concluded and when Ger-
man forces were so quantitatively outnumbered and out-
gunned, although certainly not outfought? He no doubt
saw that with the combined might of the U.S.S.R., UK,
U.S. and their many auxiliaries and satellites arrayed
against him, only a miracle or a bold gamble could save
the country. In the face of overwhelming odds and against
all logic, Hitler, knowing that the Western allies were
counting on Russia’s manpower to turn the tide, took his
fateful gamble,10 attempting to force the U.S.S.R. out of
the war in a short three- to four-month Blitzkrieg. When
he failed to pull it off by December 1941, the war was, for
all intents and purposes, effectively lost.

One of the rare tributes, however backhanded, paid to
Hitler’s failed gamble was made by the remarkable Viktor
Suvorov, who in his most recent book wrote:11

On June 22, 1941 Hitler delivered a suicidal blow to
himself and a fatal blow to communism at the same time.
Regardless of how subsequent events developed, Stalin
would no longer be able to conquer the world for socialism.
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There exists in the city of Washington (DC) a crossroads of two notable avenues marking the lives of blackdom's two great secular saints, Martin Luther King, Jr. and Malcolm X. The first character was Afro America's great exponent of the peaceful way to racial integration. The second was a firebrand who favored nothing short of violence to achieve his goals. Over the years since their deaths the image of these two men has grown so much larger than life that blacks could fairly be accused of deity worship.

Whether or not the veneration accorded King and Malcolm X today by blacks has become unreasonable, one would clearly expect that the very nexus in the roads which bear their glittering names would display a special sophistication reflecting the best of Negro society. What in fact you find there is prostitution, drug dealing, physical filth and moral debits. Though more than one wag has opined that such indeed is the best that Washington's black community can offer, the subject of racial embarrassment over such indifference to the memory of these two men was bemoaned the other morning over a local drive-time black radio program conducted by Eric St. James, GOC (gentleman of color). Predictably blame for the area's physical deterioration was directed towards the white world.

Such hubris truly calls forth some kind of social accounting. If the white community has done anything for the blacks and other unassimilables, it has mortgaged its own retirement future. It is estimated that a sizable proportion of the $5 trillion in cash spent to this date on the War on Poverty has come from Social Security payments made largely by whites and their employers to a fund ostensibly established to pay for working people's retirement welfare, but in actuality spent on the "operating budget" categories of federal programs—notably public welfare.

Now with such Social Security dollars long gone, whites who might have expected a retirement safety net at the end of their long years of toil will now find only uncollectable IOUs. That said, two points might be made: (a) that the blacks and Hispanics have done precious little with the money given them to date; (b) the white man's retirement future is likely to be as dark as that of the racial minorities.

I.H.

Requiem for a Negro Supervisor

A couple of weeks ago Elroy, my Negro supervisor, turned in his resignation. I was saddened when I heard about it. Yes, that's right, saddened.

Elroy was a long-term employee, albeit one with limited upward mobility. He was an ex-serviceman from one of those Negro families so enormous that he probably enjoyed more privacy in the barracks than he ever did while growing up. When your siblings number in double digits, you learn to get along with people. And if the Army teaches you nothing else, it usually teaches you to obey orders. These two traits, getting along and obeying orders, have an intrinsic value in the civilian world. They are traits my boss particularly values. He has a soft spot in his heart for ex-military guys who figuratively click their heels whenever he issues a command.

My firm employs more Negroes than most business offices. The pay scale is a bit below average, which tends to make the place particularly attractive to blacks looking for entry-level jobs. In public, my boss comes across as a classic liberal, quoting Martin Luther King Jr. and oozing sympathy for the plight of the "little people." But he won't put up with incompetence. Negro or not, if you don't perform, you are out the door.

As mail room supervisor, Elroy performed fairly well. He had seemingly found his niche. The job was certainly not demanding or challenging, yet it did involve supervising a couple of other employees. Personal reliability was essential. He was probably as surprised as anyone when he was named supervisor over two other departments, mine included, which had been without formal supervision for several months owing to a middle management purge. While the consolidation saved money for the firm, it also allowed the company to showcase a Negro in management should the federal or state snoops decide it was time to start counting woolly heads in high places.

At first I was dumbfounded by the promotion. The work demanded computer know-how that Elroy didn't have and maybe couldn't comprehend. His oral communication skills were fair, but when it came to the written word, his spelling, grammar, punctuation and word usage were atrocious. When he had to tell someone something via memo or letter he usually brought it to me to clean up. Since I could always get the gist of what he was saying, it was a minor favor to edit his ragged prose.

As the months went by I kept waiting for Elroy to start living up to his title—to start supervising. But he went on just as he had before his promotion. It eventually became obvious that he was just going to leave us alone and let us do our jobs without interference. He kept track of who was out sick or on vacation, placed ads in the newspaper when a job vacancy occurred and passed on the word whenever a change of policy was handed down from above. I think he knew he'd be in over his head if he attempted to be a hands-on supervisor. The boss never knew the difference. When it was necessary to intercede with higher-ups, that was Elroy's thankless job, not ours. Best of all, Elroy saw that raises were forthcoming at review time. My previous supervisors were often "too busy" to attend to such bagatelles.

As I write these words our new supervisor—another Negro—has just started. I suspect the position, now firmly established as a Negro niche, will remain so in perpetuity. Admittedly the prospect of a new Negro supervisor is more troubling than that of contending with a white. At least I knew Elroy before he was named supervisor. I have no idea what the new man will bring to the table. He seems a
decent enough black but one never knows. Naturally my co-workers and I are hoping that his managerial style will be similar to Elroy’s. But we’ve all had supervisors who like to tinker with things that aren’t broken. A Negro with something to prove in the white man’s world has the potential to be particularly bothersome.

In response to the famed triune command of, “Lead, follow or get out of the way,” Elroy chose the latter. In the affirmative action wonderland of the modern workplace, that’s as good as it gets.

JUDSON HAMMOND

Upstate, Downstate

What might be called the Judeoization of America is ironically taking place against a growing background of anti-Semitism in Eastern Europe. Reflecting public opinion long throttled by that region’s Jewish-Marxist domination, this political reaction seems as much based on Eastern Europe’s ancient bill of indictment of the Semites as it is of their more recent (murderous Communist) doings. In North America no such reaction among the Anglo-Saxons has yet been noted despite the mass movement of Jews into our culture, an influx that has meant virtual death for important Anglo values.

German Jews came to these shores circa 1848 and Eastern European Jews circa 1880-1920. Most recently, with the collapse of Soviet society, millions more Russian Jews bypassed Tel-Aviv for Manhattan.

It’s possible that the warping of domestic culture occasioned by this trend may soon produce some legitimate protest. Entertainment figure Steve Allen, now 77, but still agile, spearheads an organization calling for limits to the cultural deprivities that accompanied the minority takeover of the media and the entire entertainment industry. Not long ago President Clinton attempted to trumpet much the same message, but trivialized it at the same time by pleading for cash from the Southern California oligarchs.

A more forceful expression of anti-Semitic exasperation may yet come from the First Family’s doings as Hillary seeks Pat Moynihan’s New York State Senate seat. Attempting to balance the juxtaposed social values of Upstate and Downstate New York, the lady may meet her Waterloo. While Downstate New York remains the heartland of Jewish bagmen, Upstate New York exists as the land of Anglo-Protestant conservatism, a world of traditional living and restrained social thinking. In places like Malone, Watertown, Hornell and Corning life goes on much as it did in 1940.

This situation presents a daunting project for a lady who often professes she wants to revolutionize the world. To bridge this gap Hillary has taken to intellectual shopping trips she calls “listening tours.” Clever as the would-be Zoo City, she may be at keeping her political trap shut over her real values, sooner or later she will have to let her blondined hair down for the good folks of the Finger Lakes who then will learn what she has up her sleeve for them.

Most likely, Elmira, Troy, Glens Falls and Watkins Glen will not be pleased. Political feathers will fly just as they did a while back when nationally syndicated New York radio talk show host Don Imus found himself so repulsed by Hillary’s transparently cloying claim to personal enthusiasm for the Yankees baseball team that he blurted out:

Jesus God, will that family ever let us alone! Please, just go away. . . . Haven’t they done enough already?

Hillary at the helm of Empire State politics is hardly more far-fetched than the Kennedys’ rule of nearby Massachusetts. At the bottom of both phenomena are the Chosen, controlling from the wings both the female pol with the plastic smile and the Senator with the perpetual leer. Upstate New Yorkers, burdened by endless taxes for welfare programs that benefit Downstaters, remember a better time when New York was the state of presidents, when it produced the nation’s locomotives, heavy electrical equipment, accounting machines, textiles and shoes.

Now, with the burdensome overlay of dark-skinned immigration and ceaseless Zionist influence peddling and lobbying, New York’s greatness has waned.

It is doubtful that Upstaters will sufficiently accept Hillary’s political circus act to the point where Downstaters would be able to pull off a victory. More likely, Upstaters will greet Hillary with the doubts of a small-town banker surveying the loan application of someone named Cohen.

Nearby Massachusetts’ embrace of the Kennedys occurred for a peculiar reason. Like all mill town cultures, Massachusetts provides a good living only for the few. The rest go scratch. In such an environment Jewish politics goes a long way. By contrast, Upstate New York, which offers a social tradition of diversified agriculture, excellent public schools and colleges, and an immigrant society that feels itself part and parcel of the old Anglo mode, is not likely to dream of a Hillary-style revolution.

Our best guess is that the lady is headed for a fall.

IVAN HILD
Anti-Albanians

The (London) Daily Telegraph carried a memorable eyewitness account of Albanians smuggling fellow Albanians into Brindisi. When Coast Guard cutters moved in to intercept, officials were slowed by stopping to collect babies that had been jettisoned into the sea. The adults landed safely and scattered.

In their Yugoslav enclaves Albanians established industrious gun-running, drug trafficking and sundry other illegal immigrant operations. Does anyone care to remember that in less glorious days Albania’s major export was human hair? It’s getting to be a monthly feature—readers calling for “more of these immensely desirable Northern European types!” What on earth can Albanian Kosovars possibly bring to us that a corrupt and crumbling North America lacks? Instaurationists ought to know they keep media is unlikely to print photos of the monobrowed, gloomier, obviously Muslim types clenching daggers between their teeth. Try to think of the video record you saw of actual refugee camps. Forget the blonde, cherubic children featured on the front page of your local newspaper.

Travelers to Lebanon have long remarked on the not uncommon anomaly of blonde, blue-eyed “Crusader genes” showing up after nearly 1,000 years. More to the point, if Northern European-like Kosovars do occur with any frequency, shouldn’t the thoughtful observer recognize a (to us) much more familiar gene? The one that prompts Northern European types to mix, blend, dilute, capitate, and betray their bloodlines. Why on earth would anyone (outside the UN) think we need more of that?

Before heading home, one group of Kosovo refugees took time to advise the Canadian media that they resented the “culturally insensitive” charity that had so marred their ordeal. The very laudable urge to save Europeans would be much better served by actively working to rescue Afrikaner brothers and sisters from the dark fate that awaits them. How about saving real Russians and Ukrainians, descendants of the ancient Aryans, from sexual exploitation, tuberculosis and early death?

Zip Withheld

Anti-Serbs

I’d like to comment on certain items in the June 1999 issue pertaining to Kosovo. In the Safety Valve, what is the “Balkan mass” that Zip 665 refers to? Is it the 10-year-long campaign of terror that Serbia has conducted against its neighbors, a campaign which has included rape, robbery, poisoned wells and the wholesale murder of children?

Zip 455 in the Safety Valve says that Clinton has bombed four sovereign states. First of all, he inherited the situation with Iraq and has been far less brutal to the Iraqis than was George Bush. Afghanistan and Sudan were bombed only once and then only a specific site in each country that was thought to be connected to the terrorist death of Americans. That leaves only Serbia as suffering a sustained bombing campaign. The air attack on Serbia can certainly be defended as a limited response to Serbia’s brutality against the Kosovars.

Zip 356 in the Safety Valve says that the Serbs abandoned communism. Is that true? Milosevic started out in the Communist Party and Serbia still has a lot of state-owned industries. Zip 356 restates the myth that the left is against Serbia which, at least in Canada, has plenty of left-wing support.

Zip 917 also in the Safety Valve asks why we can bomb Christians on Easter but not Muslims on Ramadan. Well I don’t think that Serbia halted its brutality against the Kosovars for either our or their Easter. Also I don’t think that Zip 917 understands the difference between the two bombing campaigns. The bombing of Iraq, which I opposed, hurts a civilian population that is largely powerless to change its leadership. Milosevic, on the other hand, was elected by the Serbs in large part because they supported his anti-Kosovar position. Also Serbian brutality against Croatians, Bosnian Muslims and Kosovars was and is far greater than the violence of Iraq against Kuwait.

Peter Lorden, in “Double Standards Galore,” correctly points out the terrible thing that Ariel Sharon did in Beirut. Sharon supports Serbia. This is no surprise to me. He joins Red China, Russia, Cuba and anti-American nuts from around the world.

Zip 455 (“The Rev and the Prez”) called Clinton a draft dodger. Does that mean his Kosovo policy is wrong? The demonization of Albright (“She Eats With Stolen Silver”) continues on the same page. She may eat stolen silver, but we owe her a great debt of gratitude for her firm stand against Serbia’s genocide.

In Primate Watch under Elie Wiesel’s photo are the words: “Practically all the leading peaceniks in the Vietnam War are now warhorses in Clinton’s war.” It is very inaccurate to call the attempt to save the Kosovars “Clinton’s War.” The campaign was conducted by NATO, not the U.S. So what if Vietnam-era peace-niks support the campaign to save the Kosovars? They were probably right about Vietnam and are surely right now.

You call Clinton’s foreign policy “dastardly.” If by that you mean not having ground troops to go in at the beginning and not employing the Apache and Warthogs for fear of casualties, I agree with you. U.S. foreign policy is also called “bloodthirsty” and “inhumane.” Not a mention of Serbia’s far more brutal policies. A big thing is made out of the accidental bombing of the Chinese Embassy. Tell me why a racist publication is so interested in good relations with the Chinese? The Clinton administration is correctly identified as antiwhite, but when it does a pro-white thing like trying to save the Kosovars, Instauration attacks it. My observations of Serbs in Toronto have led me to the conclusion that the Kosovars are whiter than Serbs.

Again let me state that Instauration is a wonderful magazine. It hurts me to criticize it. I am so sorry about this. As a white person there are very few places to turn. When Instauration gets a major policy so wrong, where do I go? Please adopt a pro-Kosovar policy! As sad as I am, I haven’t given up on Instauration.

CANADIAN SUBSCRIBER

Middle American Nordics

In my “De-Blonding of Southern California” article (July 1999), I noted that counting the number of towheads in a particular region was a good way to gauge the future of the race in that locale. After a trip to Oklahoma, I can only conclude that Nordicism may have a future in the Sooner State. This is not to say that minorities do not exist. Noticeable though not overwhelming numbers of Amerinds, Asians, blacks and Hispanics are present, but the Jewish presence appears to be minimal. Sadly the sight of interracial couples is not as rare as one would like. But what impressed me the most was that every time I turned around I saw blond, blue-eyed youngsters—sometimes clusters of them. Dark whites were rare. From what I could see, white Oklahomans are about as white as you can get.

J.H.
Prez Pat
Despite his disrespect for the evolutionary process that produced him, Pat Buchanan is Instauration's favorite presidential candidate although, of course, he hasn't a chance. There is one small silver of hope for Buchanan, if he would heed the following scenario. He should take the next plane for Texas, walk into George W. Bush's office and hand him a piece of paper that resembles a contract. Pat then says:

George, I'm going to join the Reform Party. So, unfortunately, I'll be drawing enough Republicans away from your ticket to cinch the election for Gore. I will, however, stick to the Republican Party if you promise me in writing that you will choose me as your vice president. Do that twice and I will be in a good position to run for and win the presidency in 2008.

What do you say, George?

Bush takes the paper and signs.

Jane Disinvited
Vietnam war veterans managed to cancel thespiel that Jane Fonda was scheduled to give to the American Bar Association Convention last summer. (What in the world could this aging airhead bimbo impart to a group of lawyers?) It seemed somewhat incongruous for an individual who rooted for Uncle Ho in the Vietnam War to lecture to the cream of the nation's lawyerdom. As for husband Ted, now the largest private owner of land in the U.S., he keeps cuddling up to the UN, to which over the years he has promised one of his several billions.

Campaign Time Limits
It's a wonder anything ever gets done in this land of perpetual electioneering. The minute a pol gets elected or reelected, he starts recampaigning. Many pols have been gearing up for the year 2000 elections a year and a half or even two years in advance.

Some day let us hope that just as there are term limits for presidents, there are time limits for election campaigns. There certainly should be a law against being elected to a high office, such as that of governor, and then totally neglecting the state's business as you campaign for president. The electorate is not getting its money's worth. Three months would seem to be a reasonable length of time for downgrading and libeling your political rival.

Keeping in mind that democracy cannot work in a multicultural state, what we should have is a monocra­cy (the rule of the good). Unfortunately this quixotic goal is light years away.

Clintonian Split
Hillary Clinton, in her still unofficial bid for the Senate seat from New York, has not started out too fortuitously. At first she took the same position as her husband in offering clemency to 11 Puerto Rican gangsters implicated in 130 bomb attacks on political and military targets in the U.S. from 1974 to 1983—not exactly the kind of people you would like to set loose on the streets once again. When Hillary found this was an unpopular move, she suddenly switched gears and came out with an ardent plea to keep the terrorists under lock and key. This is the first time, as far as Instauration knows, that the couple has split on a political issue. Let the split deepen and widen.

Forget the Law
Despite a recent spate of anti-Affirmative Action and anti-quota judicial edicts, the city of Atlanta continues to mandate that 35% of all city contracts go to minorities. Nobody is complaining about this except a small conservative group with relatively empty pockets. California Proposition 187, which forbids public money and assistance going to illegals, was stabbed in the back last summer. Although the initiative had passed with a 59% plurality, a Jewish federal judge practically nullified it. Now, thanks to Gray Davis, the new Democratic governor, the proposition has been almost totally defanged. If laws and initiatives are approved by the political establishment, they are adopted and obeyed. If they are disapproved, they get nowhere.

Quote Unquoted
Jewish touchiness reached new depths of absurdity when an alleged quotation from Mein Kampf appeared in the Year Book of a New York City high school. The quotation read: "The very first essential for success is a perpetual, constant and regular employment of violence." Jews, however, seemed to believe that the student, Lisa Scutari, was actually going out of her way to lend a certain credibility to Hitler. Principal Paul Scaron ordered 175 copies of the Year Book reprinted without the quote, offering them free to anyone interested. Ironically few students came to pick up a copy.

Weird Friendship
Presidential hopeful Senator John McCain received the annual David Ifshin Memorial Award from an Arizona Jewish congregation. When McCain was imprisoned in a North Vietnamese hellhole, Ifshin was leading peace尼克 demonstrations in the States which often amounted to outright treason. After the U.S. pulled out of Vietnam, Ifshin went to Israel for a few years, returned, got rich and became an influential Clinton "adviser." Somehow, McCain and Ifshin met and became friends—an unusual friendship considering the duo's different ideologies. Thousands of Americans died in stinking Southeast Asian jungles. When Ifshin expired some months ago he and McCain had become such good buddies that Jews memorialized the friendship by awarding McCain an Ifshin medal.

Army Badmouthed
A survey conducted by the Congressional Commission on Military Training has found that in the past five years (i.e., since the integration of women in the armed forces and the introduction of the "don't ask, don't tell" policy) the quality and discipline level of recruits in the U.S. Army have declined sharply. Drill sergeants' evaluations of today's boot camps are overwhelmingly pessimistic and negative. New recruits are frequently characterized as lazy, selfish, out of shape, undisciplined, lacking in morals, challenging every or-
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J.H.

Post Loses Its Cool

In discussing Kathleen Soliah (a curious name for an alleged Majorityite), the Washington Post describes this recently captured Symbionese Liberation Army "soldier" as

a lively, caring, utterly nonviolent person who favors gun control, reads newspapers

for the blind, volunteers for respectable leftist candidates, acts in community theater, drops everything to lend emotional support to friends, worries about her three maturing daughters, runs marathons.

If this swell wasn't enough, the Post claimed Soliah was a gourmet cook and possessed "angular good looks." Actually she's a murderous bitch who belonged to a preponderantly black gang that committed numerous violent acts, including a series of armed robberies and the killing of a bank clerk.

No Women, Please
A black woman sued the Nation of Islam for gender discrimination, for refusing to allow females to attend its meetings. Sur­

prisingly a federal judge sided with Louis Farrakhan's cult. He decided that free­
dom of religion has priority over freedom of association.

Muslim Arab Dumped
Salim Al-Marayati is a Muslim Arab who was appointed to the National Committee on Terrorism by House Minority Leader Richard Gephardt. Jews quickly ferreted out that in the past Salim had written a few critical words about Israel. Chosen­
tees were up in arms and demanded that his appointment be withdrawn. Gephardt

quickly obliged. Salam was replaced by
an Arab Christian who seemed sufficient­ly pro-Israel to stop any further clamor.

Beef Up Muslim Minorities
To put it bluntly, one possible way to blunt Jewish power in the U.S. is to beef up the Arab minorities, since Majority

members are too craven to take on the Chosen. Though most Americans don't know it, Muslims in the U.S. outnumber Jews. If Arab leaders herded their people into voting booths as Jews do, it would not be long before a lot less screeching on behalf of Israel would be heard in the halls of Congress, along with many fewer demands for adding on to the $100 billion which Washington has al­ready supplied the Zionists over the years.

One sign of the times is the appoint­ment of a Muslim cleric, Yahag Heilig, to be the Muslim chaplain for the George­
town University student body (12,000 un­dergraduates and graduates). Some 5% to 8% of this number worship Mohammed. Since Muslims have had first-hand experi­ence with Jews in the Middle East, they are not so easily taken in by Jewish prot­
estations of virtue. The ideal solution

would be for the Muslim minorities to be­
come numerous enough to cancel out the power of Jewry. If this situation actually arose, perhaps the Majority would be in­spired to try to take back control of its destiny.

Security Threat
Before his resignation, John Deutch, Jew­ish head of the CIA for 18 months from 1992 to 1994, took a lot of highly classi­
ified information home, thereby breaking about every security law in the book. The

violations were so horrendous that

George Tenent, present head of the CIA, suspended Deutch's clearance for "an inde­
definite period of time." Among other things, computer technicians discovered

he was maintaining 31 secret files in his home PC. How much of this high-pow­
ered data went into the pipeline to Israel? That is the question.

Forced Attendance
For burning a cross in a friendly neigh­bor's backyard, a judge gave four young white teens 2½ years' probation each. They were also commanded to attend two Spielberg movies, Schindler's List and Amistad. Judicial fiat is one way of increasing box office receipts.
**Cultural Catacombs**

**Still Flying**
The Confederate Battle Flag still flies high over the State House of South Carolina, despite ceaseless attempts by the liberal-minority coalition to haul it down. Since they can't get a majority of the vote, the flag-shredders are now adopting a scarier technique. They are looking into the finances of all flag supporters and are pushing a national boycott of the state. Whatever the outcome, South Carolina maintains its reputation as the "most Southern" and the "most fightingest" state.

**Dixie Displeases Blacks**
During a conference in Hot Springs (VA) last summer, Supreme Court Chief Justice William Rehnquist led a sing-along that included *Dixie*. The National Bar Association, an all-black outfit, found such behavior offensive. Rehnquist was ordered to "refrain from such behavior in the future."

**Racist Colors?**
Crayola officials ran into trouble in 1962 and had to change its "Flesh" color crayon to "Peach." Now it's running into more trouble with its "Indian Red" crayon, which a watchdog organization considers racist, though the Indian part derives from an Asian (not American) Indian pigment. Henceforth "Indian Red" will be called "Chesnut."

**Spanish Fever**
Anyone afflicted with Hispanophilia should hop the next bus to El Cenizo, a sleepy riverine Texas town on the hitherside of the Rio Grande. Spurred by Mayor Rafael Rodriguez, himself an illegal who only became a citizen a few years ago, the elders ordered that in the future all official town business be conducted, not in the language of Shakespeare, but in the tongue of Cervantes. At the same time, town citizens were warned not to help identify and deport any illegals. George W. Bush, when asked to comment about the situation, waffled by simply saying that the laws should be obeyed. He uttered no real criticism because he wants to keep on the friendliest terms with Spanish voters. Indirectly, though he would never admit it, he is contributing to the ongoing Reconquista. Today El Cenizo! Tomorrow the U.S.!

**Selective Bashing**
It's becoming obvious that religious freedom to Hollywood magnates means the right to practice anti-Catholicism. It's all very politically correct, except that these same Jewish powercrats will not permit one word of criticism of Jews. One Catholic group is fighting back, the Catholic League for Religious and Civil Rights, which claims the organization most responsible for the Catholic trashing is Miramax, a Disney subsidiary run by the culture-mulching Weinstein brothers, Bob and Harvey. The League is particularly disturbed by the new film, *Dogma*, which revels in mass slaughter and highlights cheap jokes and a nympho nun who chases after sex. One part has a man reading Hustler magazine in church. In another part a Catholic abortionist traces his lineage back to the ancient union between Joseph and Mary. The London Daily Telegraph came right to the point: "The film is punctuated by four-letter words and toilet humour."

**Word Change**
The media have succeeded in transforming "gay," once a perfectly good adjective, into something with a much narrower meaning. The media now have done the same with the word "hate." Remember how open-ended it used to be? You could hate your boss, hate winter weather, hate New York, hate a TV show, whatever. It was a free-floating emotion that could latch onto anything! Now the only time you hear the word is when it relates to race and gender. In the culture wars, the media's ability to transform our language is often camouflaged by their more obvious attempts to distort our culture.

**How to Make a Dead Gringo**
The top slot in white-hating rap lyrics, usually occupied by black rap "artists," is being challenged by a Mexican group, Aztlan Nation. The following are excerpts from its CD, *Beaner Go Home*.

It all started out as a fight for the land. They took away Texas and began to expand. Still punk rednecks say:

Remember the Alamo.
They don't want to know who I am, but let them know
I'm the M.E.X.I.C.A.N.
So hit the ground and prepare for sprayin' [automatic weapons fire].
The only immigrant is the Atlantic Ocean wetback.
Step back. We say in Aztlan.
There are no fronteros, no borders.

By the year 2000, Jack,
We're gonna see who's the real wetback.

In two-tripole-O, we take it back.
Brewed in Aztlan by home-boys.
Who know how to make a dead gringo.
So get blasted like a Smith & Wesson.

Learn a lesson. Share the oppression.
I wanna take a nine [9 mm pistol].
And make their brain hang out.

**The Hive**
News commentator Joseph Sobran said it well in his July newsletter:

**The Hive** [Sobran's] term for the informal socialist apparatus that uses "liberal" rhetoric has adapted surprisingly well to the failure of socialism. Faced with the triumph of market economies, it now concentrates its energy against its ultimate target: Christianity. And it has an ideal front man in Clinton, who, Bible in hand, professes Christianity even as he works to subvert it. . . . The U.S. government has replaced the Soviet Union as the Queen Bee, the vehicle of "progress" around the world.

**George Demeaned**
Now that it been quasi-established that Jefferson had at least one Negro offspring, the media are shifting their attack to George Washington. A black woman has appeared who claims she is a direct descendant of the Father of our Country, who fathered no white children. It's only spite and gossip, but we may be sure the minority racists will take it up and somehow turn it into truth.
Danielle Jean, 38, white female nude, and Damy Ghany, 30, black male nude, were wed on a volleyball court on the sands of North Miami. It was the fifth such stripped-down marriage to be celebrated in the "clothes optional" beach in the last two years.

For "misappropriating" $300,000 from the New York State Treasury, Rabbi Elimlech Naiman got two years in the housegow.

In a 14,000-word pitch for money and support, George W. Bush mentioned not one word about the most important issue of all—immigration.

Janet Jackson, youngest of the nine Jackson siblings, just bought herself a $6.5 million pad in Los Angeles.

Davis Wolfgang Hawke, leader of the American Nationalist Party, was born Andrew Britt Greenbaum. When he announced he was going to hold a prowhite demonstration in the nation's capital, some 1,456 special duty cops, 1,100 regular cops and 200 park police were mobilized to prevent any possible disturbances. There were none. Only four American Nationalists showed up. Glimpsing the large rent-a-mob ready to pounce on them, they quickly decamped.

Eugene (OR), home of the University of Oregon, is also the home of the nation's largest contingent of anarchists. They are against just about everything—government institutions, industrial progress and technological advances of the last 2,000 years. They are, however, fighting to preserve Oregon's trees and are all for vegan cooking (whatever that is) and worm culture. They break windows, demonstrate against the city fathers and condemn all types of authority and in general make a nuisance of themselves. But being for free speech, they're not all bad.

O.J. Simpson was questioned by police eight times on complaints of abuse by his late wife. The ninth time the abuse became deadly, Jim Brown, another black football "great" is known to have thrown his wife off a balcony, smashed her car and threatened her life. Nevertheless she refuses to swear out any complaints against her brute of a husband. So he remains on the loose. Many celebrities, black and white, have come to Brown's defense. One of the most notable is Alan Dershowitz, the ubiquitous Jewish gadfly whom Instauration's V.S. Stinger calls Dershowitz.

Because a Taco Bell outlet in Lincoln (NE) had some meat scraps inadvertently added to a vegetable dish (meat-eating is a sin in the Hindu religion) Sivi Rama Krishna Valluru wanted the food chain to pay for his air fare to India where he could be purified in the soupy Ganges. The judge wouldn't buy it.

The FBI put on a national "Most Wanted" poster campaign to catch Rafael Resendez-Ramirez, the serial Mexican murderer of as many as ten white Americans. The fugitive, a dark-skinned Latino, was described as "white." Later, when he was turned in by his family, Angel Maturina Rosetti, one of his many aliases, told authorities he was a Jewish Catholic, then changed his mind and proclaimed he was a Jewish Christian. When he demanded kosher meals and they were refused him, he complained bitterly about being the victim of racial discrimination.

The media insist on calling the "Jewish mob," the "Russian mob," although practically all the mobsters are Russian Jews who have come to America courtesy of the Lautenberg Amendment. At present they are busy transforming Brighton Beach, Long Guyland, into a criminal city state.

Denise Brown, sister of O.J.'s slaughtered wife, is pressing the California attorney general to look into perjury charges against Simpson. In his civil trial ... swore he never hit, struck, slapped or kicked his late wife. Although now living high on the hog, O.J. has paid practically nothing on the $33.5 million judgment against him.

The American Society of Newspaper Editors is aiming for a 38.7% minority quota by the year 2025.

Because they said it looked like a gang symbol, a Mississippi school board banned the Star of David pendant worn by a 15-year-old Jewish student. The ban was quickly lifted when the ACLU got into the act. Swastika no; Star of David yes.

Abraham Deman, 17, wanting to impress Mossad, went to the Boston International Airport, scaled a 12-ft.-high metal fence and settled himself comfortably in the seat of a British Airways Boeing 747. No one bothered him until he got to England, where he was quickly put on a flight home. The transatlantic round trip ticket costs about $3,300.

The father of a 16-year-old girl in Birmingham (UT) arranged for her to become the 15th wife of his polygamous brother. When she tried to run away, papa gave her 28 lashes, for which he was sent to jail for seven months.

Two black teenage girls in Dale City (VA) attacked a mother (race unspecified) driving her two children to church after she asked them and their friends to please stop blocking the road. The teenage Amazon grabbed her by the hair, stomped her in front of her children and pounded her head so viciously on the pavement she had to be hospitalized.

Booze baron Edgar Bronfman Sr., the world's most powerful Jew, was given the nation's highest civilian award, the Medal of Freedom, by pal Bill Clinton. After the ceremony one World Jewish Congress official was told by the President that he favored Bronfman's attack on Swiss banks on behalf of Holocaust survivors.

The king of video porn is Steven Hirsch, who runs a sex conglomerate that earns him from $6,000 to $20,000 a week. His is one of the biggest and most profitable businesses in Hollywood.

Sandra Ann Arteago had drunk so much she forgot where in Houston she had parked her car, a car that contained her three-month-old son. When she finally located it, the child was dead. The temperature had risen to 106°.

The head of the ACLU in Texas, Jay Jacobson, is gloating. The Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals banned high schools from having prayers before football games. As school board President Charlie Kiehne put it, "[T]he minority is telling the majority what to do." Not too many are aware that Jacobson is doing more than attacking the Majority's religion; he is attacking the Majority's culture.

A Brooklyn woman scheduled to testify about being sexually abused by her father was visited by Rabbi Bernard Freilich who warned her that she "would end up in a cemetery" if she talked. The rabbi was indicted on felony charges.

Tabitha Walron of Zoo City was arrested and charged with starving her two-month-old baby boy to death. Apparently she was getting even with the child's father who had left her for another woman.
In 1974-83 a Puerto Rican terrorist gang launched 130 bomb attacks against U.S. installations. In August, Clinton announced he was going to pardon 11 of the racist goons if they would renounce violence. The Democratic Party in New York, especially would-be senator Hillary Clinton, was overjoyed. Some 1 million Puerto Ricans inhabit Zoo City and its environs.

The Bishop estate in Hawaii has around $10 billion in assets. Each of the 5 trustees received more than $1 million a year until a judge fired 4 of them and threatened to withdraw the group’s tax-exempt status.

The Creative Capital Foundation is teaming up with the Andy Warhol, Rockefeller and a few other foundations to raise $45 million to support artists who challenge the “social and artistic conventions of nudity, sexuality and other provocative themes.”

Bill and Melinda Gates have given $5 billion to the William H. Gates Foundation. It’s the biggest charitable gift in the history of philanthropy.

Chinese are streaming into Asiatic Russia. By 2050 they may number 10 million, which will make them (after the Russians) the second most numerous ethnic group in the country. At present the 9 regions in Russia’s Far East have a Chinese population of 7.4 million. On the southern side of the 2,400 mile border with Russia are 300 million Chinese.

By the end of July most of the 860,000 Kosovars who fled from their Serbian oppressors and NATO bombers had returned to their native hearths. The U.S. is offering free flights home to the 9,900 ethnic Albanians who were airlifted here last spring.

The Nationalist Times has estimated that NATO (a.k.a. the U.S.) dropped 11,000 cluster bombs, each containing 202 bomblets, in the lethal shower on Slobodan Milosevic’s realm.

The medical immigrant is the one who comes for various organ transplants which needless to say are not available in their homelands. On a typical day at Mount Sinai Hospital in New York City, of the 701 patients who appeared in the emergency room, 166 were not U.S. citizens; 70 were illegals.

Young African Americans are 50% less likely than young whites to buckle up when they’re driving. Some 1,200 blacks die in car accidents annually and 27,000 are injured because they fail to use their seat belts.

10 patriotic white teens in Enumclaw (WA) who tried to hold a public meeting to boost white pride were taunted and harassed by 250 “antiracists.”

In two days last summer India, the second most populous nation on the planet, passed the 1-billion mark. About the same time, the earth’s 6 billionth baby was born, according to Spotlight, in Los Angeles.

Blacks have burned white churches and whites have burned black churches. But in general the only religious arson that hits the front pages were white-on-black crimes. Morris Seligman Dees recently obtained a $37-million judgment against a few Carolina Klan firebugs who couldn’t come up with a fraction of the money.

Arizona reported 117 hate crimes in the first 6 months of 1999.

A California federation pays $200 to female drug addicts who have their tubes tied. Since 1994, 57 women, who had a total of 262 children, subscribed to this stringent form of birth control.

Jesse Jackson helped win a $15-million settlement for minority employees at Boeing. Lawyers admitted that $8 million of the $15 million will go to their fellow shysters. After these negotiations, the airplane manufacturer gave $50,000 to one of Jesse’s foundations. Some might, some might not, call it blackmail.

The states with the highest abortion rates in 1973-76 had the greatest decline in crime. Since 1985, for every 10% rise in abortions, crime has decreased 1%.

In 1940 school disciplinary problems consisted largely of talking out of turn, chewing gum, noisy interruptions, racing down hallways, disobeying dress codes and littering. By 1990 the disciplinary focus had shifted to drug and alcohol abuse, pregnancy, suicide, rape, robbery and assault.

Downtown Milwaukee has not had one single murder in the last 7 years.

The Cypress ship, Prince Nicholas, docked in Savannah last summer. It was supposed to be carrying freight, but when INS agents forced open the hold with welding torches and crowbars, lo and behold were 132 cowering Chinese illegals.

275,000 people who identified themselves as Jews have come to the U.S. since the breakup of the Soviet Union. With them came 100,000 evangelical Christians. The influx continues despite the warning of the INS that the exodus is overloaded with criminals.

The Bureau of Justice Statistics has underestimated that 5% of Americans will go to jail at least once in their lives.

Jewish students comprise 21% of the student body at Harvard, 29% at Yale. Overall, Jews compose 6.3% of the students in private colleges, down from 16.8% in 1977. (Higher Education Research Study)

If the U.S. had the same population today that it had in the presidency of Jimmy Carter, not a single barrel of oil would need to be imported. Also when Jimmy Carter was president the national debt was $52.5 billion. In the presidency of Clinton it has climbed to $243.4 billion. Clinton’s claim that he has now balanced the budget is just another of his howlers.

The annual cost of immigration is now $68 billion.

Congress voted to give its members an undeserved pay hike. The solons now make $141,300 a year, in addition to their numerous perks. In 1971 they got $60,662.

Judge David Hittman awarded $234 million to the descendant of a Russian-Jewish family who claimed that the Bolsheviks had confiscated all its possessions.

The U.S. has offered to pay China $4.5 million for killing three and injuring 27 in the bombardment of the Chinese Embassy in Belgrade—one of the worst of the many bloopers in the American air attack on Serbia.
English novelist Horace Walpole once wielded his not inconsiderable wit on a matter of aesthetics. Life, he said, is a comedy to a man who thinks, a tragedy to a man who feels. Is that why I get tachycardiac when I read the papers, why I scrunch up to cry through my laughter when I watch the puntids on TV? How schizophrenic are you, dear reader? Let me count the ways.

After defending the Kosovars by bombing Serbia back into the Pre-Cambrian Age and blowing all those refugees back into Albania, can you imagine that piker Clinton has only put a puny price of $5 million on the head of Slobodan Milosevic. A measly five million! Outrageous! A man whom he compared to Hitler! Is that all he’s worth?

Clinton promised to spend mega-millions of taxpayers’ money to rebuild what we blasted in Kosovo, but nothing—nada, zilch, not a feeble fanthng—to rebuild all the unnecessary damage we did in Belgrade, all the bridges across the Danube we reduced to rubble, so long as Slob is still in power. (Sorry about those innocent civilians who got in the way of our pinpoint bombing.)

A measly $5-million bounty for this Slavic equivalent of Hitler, after all that blood and thunder? Why not raise it to $10 million?

Isn’t that much better? Won’t that let Sen. Joseph Lieberman feel a little better about himself? Lift his self-esteem? You increase your own worth if you increase the worth of your enemies. Remember Lieberman, the Democratic voice of morality in the Senate? With that bloodhound face of his, that face like melted wax, what else could he be? Would Monica ever stain her dress for him?

The Ayatollahs put a $2-million fatwah on the bald head of Salman Rushdie, a mere scribbler of allegedly blasphemous books nobody reads, except as a cure for insomnia. (Wouldn’t the fatwah be even fatter at $5 million?)

What a piker is Clinton, considering all the presidential knee-padding that Jews like Monica have provided for him. Hillary parlayed $1,000 into $100,000 in no time in the market. How can Clinton ever hope to get a job in Hollywood, at this rate?

Iran has accused a minyan of Jews of being spies for Israel and intends to put them on trial for treason and/or espionage. Predictably the Chosenites and all their shills are outraged. The whole world is watching, one commentator said ominously.

The whole world should be focused on the welfare of a few Iranian Jews who might have been spies for Israel. We just got done giving the Serbs a lesson in antiseptic butchery. Should we now bomb Tehran to protect the Jews?

But if we are going to intervene in a civil war, why not bomb Sierra Leone (if the CIA can find the Chinese embassy there)? They’ve got a real black beauty of a slaughter going on in that country, wherever it is. Or how about the Sudan? Or, if that’s too far afield, why doesn’t Tony Blare bomb Belfast and Dublin, in that disorder? The civil war in Northern Ireland is not as ancient as the Balkan wars, but it has the advantage of proximity. What’s more, one wouldn’t be able to blame language as a barrier to butchery.

We still have billions of Iranian assets impounded in our banks since 1979. Will Iran ever get the interest, if and when the loot is ever released? (Maybe what the Ayatollahs need is a Chosenite like Edgar Bronfman Sr. to blackmail Chaste Manhattan, the same way he put the screws to all those Swiss banks for his Chosenite brethren.)

We still have billions of dollars of Iranian military war materiel bought and paid for by the late Shah—but still undelivered. Haven’t all those jets become obsolete by now? Will they ever be able to scrape all the rust off?

Our white knight in armor shining like the carapace of a Harlem cockroach, Jesse Jackson, has offered his services as a “negotiator,” offered to mount another of his publicity-seeking, paladinesque peregrinations to Iran in order to plead for the release of the accused Jews. Could this be an attempt by Jesse to atone for having called New York “Hymietown?”

What are Chosenites still doing in Iran anyway? Why are they still in Syria and Iraq, if anti-Semitism is so rife? Don’t all those Sephardics prefer to live with the AshkeNazis in the Holy Land? I’m sure they’re all as patriotic about their host countries as Jonathan Pollard and the Rosenbergs were patriotic about America.

Are the accused guilty? Jonathan Pollard’s defense was that he was only spying for Israel, our ally. Will that defense wash in the land of Allah, among the Ayatollahs? In a country where believers wash before they pray? In a nation where the natives still control their own country? In a country where the legislators would be working for the good of their own people and not for a foreign power?

And now, after bilking Swiss banks, the Chosenites are also planning to pick the pockets of the companies which used “slave labor” during WWII. (Why don’t American, British, Australian and Chinese slave-prisoners of war sue the Japanese?) Do Gaza and the bankrupt West Bank also qualify as a forced-labor pool? Arbeit macht frei, ins’allah.

ADL honcho Abe Foxman rejects the movement to loot the “slave-labor” companies of the Third Reich. (Who was saint Schindler working for anyway?) Foxman argues that enough is enough, that after looting the Swiss banks, if the Jews next try to extort money from Volkswagen and other giant German companies, the world will think that the Chosenites are only interested in money, that the pursuit of another pound sterling of flesh will only cheapen the Holaccost.

Cheapen? You mean like the rabbi who confronted the toterning, doddering Pope with the demand that the cross be removed from Auschwitz because Jews cannot pray comfortably in the presence of such a symbol of evil and cruelty? For doesn’t everybody know that only AshkeNazis suffered at Auschwitz? If the palsy Pope was palsied during his last visit to Poland, how do you think this ecumenical rabbi made him feel?

V.S. STINGER
The primetime lineup of the fall TV season unloosed a mudslide of protests from the colored minorities. One black organization started a boycott. A Latino group threatened one. What minorityites should be complaining about is the overwhelming presence of Jews in TV. The blacks and browns may be discriminated against on the tube in the sense that dark faces are fewer than their share of the population warrants. But it is the Majority male who is most discriminated against by the Jewish wardens of the tube. Jews practically own TV but the colored minorities diplomatically, opportunistically and cravenly make no complaint about that.

Everyone—no matter what his race—has the right to complain about the medium, which is growing dirtier by the hour. Fox's new comedy, Action, has a prostitute who thrusts her hands down a male character's trousers and a father who discusses the size of his private parts with a preteen daughter... In an Austin Powers sequence, a character sips an excrement-flavored drink... In an ad for the movie, Big Daddy, a father and his child co-star urinate in the direction of the Statue of Liberty.

Media critics blame the above on TV's hell-bent search for ratings. Instauration blames it on the Chosen. If there were no Jews in LaLaLand, it's a good bet that 90% of this sewage would be gone with the electronic wind.

As stated earlier, blacks and Latinos are highly indignant about the shortage of colored minorities in the new primetime lineup. ABC quickly surrendered to minority pressure and added five minority characters to its shows. Padding TV programs with black or Hispanic characters and themes is more likely to lower ratings than raise them.

As for black tastes in TV, their two syndicated favorites are the Jerry Springer Show and World Wrestling Federation.

Right now Negroes represent 13% and Latinos 11% of the U.S. population. If the number of minority shows was increased to equal this proportion, who would say they would be better shows. Entertainment rarely rises to the level of art. Quota-ized entertainment is a cultural disaster.

Two TV sports figures lost their jobs some years ago when they talked too realistically about Negroes. Al Campanis, vice president of the Los Angeles Dodgers, sounded off about the Negroes' incapability of holding management jobs. Jimmy (the Greek) Snyder, a $500,000-a-year CBS sports analyst, commented on Negro breeding habits in Africa and their impact on present-day black athleticism. They were both promptly fired. More recently Marv Alpert, a cross-dressing, perverted Jewish NBC sports announcer, was fired when he pleaded guilty to a sex charge. He was arrested for biting a woman friend on the back while they were engaged in kinky sex in a hotel room. A few months ago, less than two years after his departure from NBC, Marv was rehired. All was forgiven. What is the difference between Al and Jimmy, two non-Jews—and Marv? Might it not have something to do with who is or who is not Chosen?

It's Elementary, a homo propaganda film, has been shown on 89 of the country's 347 PBS stations. A tape of the show has been sent to 3,000 schools and 500 colleges. The program was produced by Denise Chasnoff, a Jewish lesbian, who has two sons. An anti-homo film, Suffer the Children, has had great difficulty getting distributed.

Jerry Springer, perhaps the most antediluvian of all the squawk show hosts, is being semi-seriously considered as a Democratic candidate for the U.S. Senate from Ohio. Being a Jew he would have a big head start, thanks to a rich and powerful voting bloc.

Jews dominate every nook and cranny of the TV biz. The exceptions to the rule are Majority female and male actors, although the latter are being reduced in number, as leading men become uglier and uglier. Jewish males, on the other hand, are getting better looking as a result of their fathers' miscegenation with Nordic-looking film beauties. Jews simply can't resist the Aesthetic Prop of real and peroxided blondes.
Notes from the Sceptred Isle—John Nobull

A British officer, one of the creators of Kenya colony, likes to tell a story which all too clearly shows that the British regarded courage as a substitute for military expertise. The night before the Brits made a massive attack on the Somme in WWI, he tried to interest his brother officers in some ingenious tactics he had dreamed up. He was coldly told not to talk shop in the mess. That is the mentality which resulted in the wipe-out of the best British genes in WWII.

At the beginning of WWII, it wasn’t courage which was lacking in the British army but lack of motivation. Why destroy Germany, which was the only possible bulwark against the Soviet occupation of the whole of Western Europe? The answer is that Churchill believed that defeat would inspire the British more than victory. The Germans paid tribute to the courage of the British in the fighting in North Africa and the Battle of Britain. When 100,000 German troops surrendered in Tunisia, they sang Waltzing Matilda. The Anglo-Saxons responded with Lili Marlene. What a brave, stupid war!

Many think that Anglo-Saxons have gone rotten because they don’t like rearming during peacetime. The Oxford Union resolution not to fight for King and Country did not increase British bellicosity. During the 1930s, Israel Gollancz’s League against Fascism and War opposed British rearmament which might have prevented war in 1939. The British, like the Americans, learned from their early setbacks and fought bravely in the final stages of the conflict with Germany and Japan—as well they should, given their great superiority in numbers and weaponry. But the main struggle in WWII was with the Soviet Union, which had been rearming in high gear for two years before Hitler’s preemptive attack.

The surrender at Singapore by a professional soldier with a Norman name (Percival) was a considerable setback for the Normanised upper classes. Lt. Gen. Percival was by no means a physical coward. He had won the Military Cross in WWI. He surrendered to Japanese troops who were one-third the number of his own because he could not imagine fighting on after the Japs had sunk the Prince of Wales and The Repulse. On top of that he had lost control of the air. Concern for the women and children under his care positively demanded surrender. Prudence became the better part of valour. What Percival lacked was moral, not physical, courage. When Margaret Thatcher showed moral courage in the Falklands, the British forces responded admirably.

When it comes to moral courage, H.L. Mencken was dead right. Never in history have two great branches of a single people exhibited such moral pusillanimity as Anglo-Saxons did during the 20th century. In 1900 the Americans and the British could have dominated the world, while allowing Germany its Drang nach Osten, which did not threaten the British Empire in any way. But America and Britain were like two dogs in a manger. Britain wanted to destroy a growing trade rival. America was content to let its trade rivals, Germany and Britain, destroy each other.

The Anglo-Saxons went soft internally. They allowed themselves to be poisoned with guilt by the neo-Christians and the Marxists. Their reverence for the Bible was a wonderful way to give moral control to the People of the Book. The middle classes of the U.S. and Britain allowed their vicious enemies to force them into what is literally a slaughterhouse. The millions of foetuses thrown into the rubbish bin every year are mainly Majority Americans and Europeans. Yet few Anglo-Saxons would dare suggest that abortion should be encouraged in inner-city areas or for the criminally insane. Young male Majority members are actively discriminated against on racist and sexist grounds. Nevertheless the mention of race in this connexion remains a big taboo. What is affirmative action but discrimination against white males?

Moral cowardice leads on, inevitably, to physical cowardice. Wilmot Robertson in The Dispossessed Majority gives the example of a black man raping a little white girl for hours within full view of a freeway, while hundreds of drivers watched what he was doing. None of the drivers stopped to help the victim. For any people, little girls are the Ark of the Covenant. If we don’t protect them, we might as well give up. Today, what college student would dare to protect a white girl against rape by a black? What Brit dares to resist a black mugger? Actually effective defensive measures are not too difficult. Put your hand at a slight angle to your arm, but in the same plane. Punch the mugger’s Adam’s Apple—not too hard, of course, or he will die on the spot. Always have a Swiss penknife in your pocket or handbag so that you can cut a hole in the notch of his lower neck and allow him to breathe. That will avoid a charge of manslaughter. In America it will probably get you a term in prison where you will be gang-raped by black inmates. Every aspect of our lives is poisoned by political correctness. It’s kosher for blacks to exploit whites through crime, but wrong for whites to resist.

I could provide many other examples of how we have lost out. But I don’t need to. Since 1975 we have had a magazine dedicated to recording just how much we are losing out. It is called Instauration. Just look at other pages of this or any other issue and you’ll see what I mean.

Before I finish, allow me to tell you why the Anglo-Saxon is the biggest moral pushover in history. He worships respectability. Anything or anyone who threatens his respectability makes him cringe with fear. Going to jail for any reason would degrade him in his own eyes. His moral wife would think him mad. She might well decide on a divorce. But isn’t he much more degraded by driving past the assaulted girl without even ringing the police? After all, what is the value of a wife or a husband, who is just a cowardly, passive victim of the system? If you are among those who just drive past, don’t complain if you are tormented by nightmares.
Canada. From a subscriber. Canada’s Camp of the Saints scenario continues. On August 11, just weeks after one odoriferous tramp steamer smuggered 123 Chinese to Canada’s west coast, another tub showed up carrying 130 more. At this writing, a third is reportedly on its way while dozens more in the Orient are preparing to sail for the Occident.

The August 11 arrivals will almost certainly be accepted as refugees, entitled them to welfare, free health care, free legal aid and financial assistance to acquire housing and employment. The interlopers even receive free phone cards to call home and brag of their success in breaking Canadian laws.

Some boat people are probably arriving undetected. In early July the Canadian Coast Guard discovered an unmarked, unmanned “ghost ship” sinking off the British Columbia coast. The vessel may have been scuttled after landing its human cargo. Although Australia and New Zealand have passed emergency laws in the last few months to combat an alarming seaborne migration from the Third World, Canada is doing nothing.

Quebec’s next sovereignty vote could come as early as next year. The province’s premier and separatist leader, Lucien Bouchard, has said in the past that he will not hold another referendum until he is certain of success. He is now talking about spring 2000.

Bouchard’s detractors argue that his current talk of “sovereignty association” is too vague to clarify Quebec’s ambiguous role in Canada. It falls short of actual independence, leaving Quebec reliant on Canadian government spending. The last time the issue went to the polls, in October 1995, the separatists almost won, receiving 49.4% of the vote, compared to the federalists’ 50.6%.

From P.J.L. If Stalin was the father of global hatebiz, its mother in Canada must be the vengeful “survivor,” Sabrina Citron, whose 15-year pursuit of Ernst Zündel through the courts and in the media is never-ending. According to figures released under an access to information request, the Canadian Human Rights Commission revealed that, as of late May 1999, it had spent $420,561 of taxpayers’ money on the anti-Zundel witch-hunt.

In Zündel’s 1985 trial in Toronto the prosecutor had to admit that the publication he distributed, Did Six Million Really Die?, was “substantially correct!” The pamphlet showed that estimates of the world Jewish population made shortly before and after WWII left no room for an intervening drop of six million or even three.

Why all the fuss? Why should Canada’s hatemongers be so obsessively intent on suppressing what appears to be the truth? Because it is the truth? Because 50 years of “Holocaustmania” have been so profitable for Zionism that anyone threatening to discredit this bonanza must be silenced?

Many Jews have suggested that instead of giving Zündel so much publicity, he should be ignored, thus letting his utterances die on the electronic vine. Why don’t the hatemongers do this? Because they profit by building him up! The more they inflate the specter of “far-right extremism,” the more they gain in both money and mind-control over the rest of us. Isn’t that what the hatebiz is really all about?

Everybody knows that democracy is best served by free discussion. When all the media are in the hands of muzzlers, where is free expression possible but on the Internet? The only place untrammeled freedom of speech still survives, the Internet represents the last bastion of what used to be called “a free press.” If left to develop as a truly global agora, the Internet can be a fount of information and a source of light to hundreds of millions around the world.

What is the real motive of the people wishing to censor the Internet? Since most of them are in the hands of muzzlers, where is free expression possible but on the Internet? The only place untrammeled freedom of speech still survives, the Internet represents the last bastion of what used to be called “a free press.” If left to develop as a truly global agora, the Internet can be a fount of information and a source of light to millions of millions around the world.

What is the real motive of the people wishing to censor the Internet? Since most of them belong to a minority that boasts of being “a light unto the nations,” why are they now trying so hard to snuff out this light, the only one that’s still shining?

Britain. Tarsem King, 62, born in the Punjab, is the first Sikh to sit in the House of Lords, which is due for a house-cleaning by the Clintonesque Tony Blair.

Stephen Knight, professor of English at Cardiff University, has “outed” Robin Hood. Knight asserts there are scads of symbols in the Robin Hood tale that indicate homosexuality is at work. It’s too bad that Robin has to go. There are not many English heroes left.

From a subscriber. I read where Nirad Chaudhuri, the Indian author and scholar, died recently. Did he expire in New Delhi? Bombay? Calcutta? Far from it. Chaudhuri died where so many folks of color give up the ghost these days—in the Sceptred Isle surrounded by lots of Northern Europeans, his people of preference.

Nirad had lived the last 30 years of his life in Oxford. He loved to stroll along the banks of the Thames, where weeping willows trail their long lashes into the quiet waters, a long way from Kishorganj, his birthplace, where, as his obit put it, “the turning of the seasons was measured by the depth of mud on the road in the monsoons and the height of the dust kicked up by children’s feet in summer.” Little wonder Nirad fled his native soil. He was coated with that dust the moment he was born.

Unanswered is the question, “Why can’t Chaudhuri’s people make such garden spots as Oxford in their own Heimat?” Can anyone imagine the banks of the Ganges, where hundreds of thousands of semi-clad Hindus pollute the dark waters during religious festivals, ever holding a Henley-on-Thames regatta? As a boy Chaudhuri read Shakespeare along with the Sanskrit classics. It was obvious which literature made the more profound impression on him—even on someone as alien to the Bard as an unwarmed colonial.

Why is it that people like Chaudhuri, who insist upon living among Westemers, never seem to realize that their very presence alters and diminishes Western culture and ultimately threatens the existence of the people they find so irresistibly attractive?

What of the Westemers who allow the Chaudhuris of the world to take up residence in their midst and ultimately miscegenate with them? Chaudhuri said it all when he opined, “England did not deserve itself.”

Radical right parties have difficulty making a go of it in Europe. They often have as many opponents from within as from without. Some months ago Jean-Marie Le Pen, leader of the Front National, managed to beat back a challenge from his back-stabbing second in command, a squabble that has cost the organization numerous defections. The British National Party is presently facing a split in the ranks as John Tyndall’s leadership is being challenged by Nick Griffin, a younger, ambitious man who thinks the party needs to play a more energetic role in national politics. All this is unfair to 65-year-old Tyndall, the BNP leader, who has worked almost all his entire life for the party.

It’s too bad that the internal disputes of right-wing parties can’t be solved quietly without exposing all their dirty lin-
en to the media, which then proceed to dust off whole reams of anti-Nazi clichés. The British National Party doesn’t have so many members that it can afford to lose a considerable fraction of them. When the time comes for Tyndall to step down, there is no reason it can’t be accomplished in an orderly process. Meantime let us hope that he prevails and will continue to lead the BNP until his dying breath.

From a subscriber. Surveying the ruins of the British Empire and British greatness, Oxford scholar Niall Ferguson concludes in his book, *The Pity of War*, that serious foreign policy mistakes must have been made to move Britain from the lofty position it once held to where it is today, i.e., slowly slipping behind Italy to become Europe’s fourth most industrialized state. To Ferguson, Britain’s declaration of war on Germany in 1914 was “nothing less than the greatest error of modern history.” Germany posed no real threat to essential British interests. With WWII really a continuation of WWI following a 20-year armistice, Britain, egged on by the U.S., again declared war on Germany, despite countless German attempts to dissuade the English from taking such a fool­ish step. Under the boozed leadership of Winston Churchill, the ultimate grave digger of the British Empire, Britain lost what power it still had. With Germany, albeit much reduced in size, now the dominant economic power in Europe, Ferguson keenly observes, “It would have been infinitely preferable if Germany could have achieved its hegemonic position on the continent without two world wars.”

The similarities between the Blair and Clinton administrations with respect to lifestyles, sexual orientation, gender representation, money problems and the ethnic origins of top-level government members are glaring. Tony Blair has been advised by his Defense chiefs that the appointment of former Trade Secretary Peter Mandelson as Defense Secretary is not advisable because of his acknowledged queerness. The standing armed forces’ policy is that homosexuality is incompat­ible with military service. To implement one policy for the rank and file military and another for the Defense Secretary and his peers would be ludicrous. Mandelson was recently forced to resign as Trade and Industry Secretary after it was discovered that he had failed to declare a large loan from Geoffrey Robinson, who resigned as Paymaster-General the same day.

Speaking of homosexuality, British writer Vivian Bird claims that one out of three adult males in London is a faggot. A soldier who is undergoing a sex change, Master Sgt. Joe Rushton, whose first name is now Joanne, will be allowed to remain in the military. Rushton has now shucked his male uniform and replaced it with a skirted one.

Norway. The Supreme Court has okayed the use of “foreigners unwanted” and “whites only” in advertisements that property owners use to attract tenants. Norwegian realtors can now use words forbidden to Americans.

Germany. For decades it was believed that Martin Bormann, Hitler’s chief gofer, had escaped to South America and was living it up in Argentina with the help of Nazis. The truth is, Bormann took one of those pills on May 2, 1945. Authorities kept his body for a while, then incinerated his skeleton. It was feared that a shrine of some type might be erected if his grave was located. In the end his ashes were sprinkled over the Baltic Sea.

German and Israeli musicians sitting side by side in Weimar playing a Mahler symphony. A pretty picture. But the N.Y. Times wasn’t content to leave it at that. Only a few miles away from Goethe’s hometown, as reporter Roger Cohen reminded his readers, “lurked” Buchenwald, where 50,000 allegedly died. Weimar, one of the cultural high points of the West, is overshadowed, in the words of the Times reporter, by Buchenwald. When will we ever forget? When will we ever be allowed to forget?

In Germany the mere attempt to sell or pass along Hitler’s *Mein Kampf* will get you up to five years in the slammer. Even the Internet is not immune to this mind-stifling campaign. Both Dutch and German online sellers of the Nazi Bible have been warned to cease and desist. It’s still possible, however, to order the book from British and Swedish websites.

Simon Wiesenthal, the doddering Nazi hunter, claims he has brought some 1,200 “war criminals” to justice. Isser Harel, the ex-Mossad chief, who should know more about such matters than Wiesenthal, states that the latter was responsible for capturing “less than 10 such criminals.” Sad to say, the media have put much more faith in Simon’s numbers than Isser’s.

The budget for the upkeep of anti-Nazi memorials in Germany, now running at $16 million a year, will be upped to $22 million a year by 2003.

From a subscriber. Ignaz Bubis (sometimes misspelled Boobis), chairman of the Central Council of Jews in Germany, died in Frankfurt in August. A much publicized “survivor,” Bubis, who through the years insisted he was a German as well as a jew, left a final request that he be buried in Israel. He feared neo-Nazis might desecrate his grave. It is true that few Germans, with the exception of medioc­rats and government figures, could honestly claim to like Herr Bubis, who spent much of his time damning everyone German and facilitating the influx of Russian and Ukrainian Jews as “contingency refugees,” a category of migrants similar to those covered by the Lautenberg Amend­ment in the U.S. Dispensed are the usual requirements of a background check, thereby permitting flocks of undesirables to enter the country.

Bubis noted that of the 100,000 resi­dents of the Soviet Union who have applied for visas to Germany as Jewish refu­gees, only about half are halachically (true blue) Jewish, meaning they have a Jewish mother. Ironically, at the burial services in a Tel Aviv cemetery, attended by Israel’s President Ezer Weizman, former Prime Minister Shimon Peres, as well as German President Johannes Rau and Interior Minister Otto Schily, and other worthies, black paint was poured on the coffin by one Meir Mendelssohn, who told reporters that Bubis had “cheated”
Jews. Although the accusation was soft-pedaled, it is known that there have been scandals in Germany concerning the misappropriation of monies intended for the Jewish community by certain of its leaders. Kubis himself was implicated in various shady deals, one of them buying and selling gold from the teeth of Holocaust victims.

Italy. The Mafia has established a school for young killers in Sicily. Kids as young as 11 are taught how to operate weapons, shoot from the hip and become unofficial sharpshooters. All in all, however, it is not the best of times for the Cosa Nostra. Some 1,500 members are in Italian jails. Most promise to "sing" if their prison sentences are reduced.

Vatican. Pope Pius XII was just about as neutral as any human being could be in WWII. For this Jews will never forgive him. To the Jewish mind and to the Jewish logical system there is no such thing as neutrality. No matter what the issue, either you are pro or anti. Following this line of reasoning, Pius XII has become an anti-Semite, a sort of papal Goebbels.

The latest attack on the deceased pontiff is Hitler's Pope, the Secret History of Pius XII by John Cornwell, who maintains the Pope had a "striking antipathy to Jews." John Paul II, the present Pope, wants to beatify Pius XII, against the stem wishes of Ahaaron Lopez, Israel's ambassador to the Vatican. What right does an Israeli have to meddle in Vatican affairs? None whatsoever, but that has never stopped Jews from acting as if everybody's business is Jewish business.

Russia. From a subscriber. The U.S. has now truly become the Land of Opportunity for transnational organized crime. The American branch of the Cosa Nostra has paled in importance to the Russian Mafia or, more properly, the Russian-speaking Mafia, since the criminal gangs retain their ethnic identity—Russian, Jewish, Georgian, Azeri, Chechen and Dagestan. In keeping with the Zeitgeist, crime now exhibits a sparkling and exciting diversity. Operating with a sophistication and élan rarely displayed by our traditional Italian or Latin American thugs is the transnational Jewish Mafia. Inroads in the banking, insurance and credit card industries have made millionaires and in a few cases billionaires out of these intrepid newcomers.

Despite long criminal records in Russia, crooks apparently have had little trouble entering and leaving the U.S., Europe and Israel at will—all areas where Jews are held in high esteem by the government. Particularly plagued by the Jewish Mafia in Europe is Germany, especially Berlin and Frankfurt, and the former German area around Kёнigsberg, which today is a no man's land.

Kaliningrad, once known as Kёнigsberg, has become a major Mafia entrepot for goods, prostitutes and drugs. The city has the highest AIDS and syphilis rate in all Europe. All profits remain in the pockets of the criminal overlords, while the people of Kaliningrad remain in acute poverty.

J. Edgar Hoover's once thoroughly American and universally respected Federal Bureau of Investigation has gone transnational with offices in Moscow, where agents cooperate with the criminal-infested Russian Secret Police. In WWII the OSS and British intelligence, working closely with their Soviet counterparts, woke up to find that both Anglo-Saxon "intelligence" agencies had become thoroughly infiltrated.

Lenin established the first Gulag in the Solovetsky Islands near Archangel in 1923. During the next 30 years the Soviets used slave labor to build 9 cities, 12 railroad lines, 6 industrial centers and 3 hydroelectric power centers. (Castleden, Encyclopedia of World History)

The appointment of former KGB head Vladimir Putin as Russian Prime Minister and heir apparent to Yeltsin shows exactly what the Wall Street/Council for Foreign Relations crowd has in store for Russia. Putin and his old Red comrades will ensure that ultimate power remains with the Secret Police. Their Interior Ministry formations will always be better paid and equipped than any parachute regiment. General Lebed may get his hands on. No real dissent will be allowed. The Duma will continue to function, but always with the memory that tank shells can be lobbed into the building any time the legislators begin taking themselves too seriously.

The robber barons will continue to rob and kill, while manipulating the political process from behind the scenes. Vast fortunes will continue to expand until the "Russian" elite openly identifies with the international bankers they once called the enemy. Although a myriad of political parties may be tolerated, big business, big media and state security will always arrange things to suit themselves. Elections will be held but the Establishment will always win. Sound like a description of the U.S.? Not exactly. With fewer lawyers and less hypocrisy, capitalist Russia will operate more like Mexico.

Middle East. The average Palestinian on the West Bank makes $4,000 to $6,000 a year; his Israeli counterpart $22,000 to $23,000.

South Africa. From a subscriber. According to something called the Jewish Report, not more than 90,000 Jews remain in South Africa. On the other hand, the 1996 Census showed only about 68,000 left. Jews comprise less than 2% of the approximately 4 million whites in South Africa and only 0.17% of the total population (whites, blacks, coloured and whatnot). A Jew heads the largest white political party.

Mexico. From a subscriber. Gloria Trevi, Mexico's hottest pop music diva, and her manager, Sergio Andrade, are being sought by the state of Chihuahua for rape, kidnapping and corruption of minors. Trevi, a highly promoted and publicized phenomenon in supposedly Catholic Mexico, is a feminist heroine for many young girls. However, most Mexicans over the age of 20 found her performances as vulgar as Americans find those of Madonna. Police reveal that Andrade used Trevi to recruit young girls with promises of a career in entertainment. Instead, he turned the minor girls into sex slaves, just as he had with Trevi.

China. Charles Parish Jr., a former consul at the U.S. Embassy in Beijing, is being investigated by the U.S. Government Reform Committee for selling visas to unqualified Chinese nationals for money and gifts. Parish's activities were revealed to the Committee by Johnny Chung in connection with Communist China's money contributions to the current administration. Chung testified that he also forged letters of invitation for Parish's girlfriends to visit the U.S. Since the scandal first broke Parish has received a merit-pay increase and retired with full benefits from the State Dept., which admits that it had badly botched its own vetting of Parish. The latest scoop is that the suspect, an African American, has invoked his Fifth Amendment rights to refuse to answer any questions raised by the committee.